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GAMING MACHINE AND SIMULATION 
PROGRAM 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is based upon and does not claim 
the benefit of priority from the prior Japanese patent Appli 
cation No. 2004-133958, filed on Apr. 28, 2004 and the prior 
Japanese patent Application No. 2004-133959, filed on Apr. 
28, 2004. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a gaming machine 
and a simulation program, and more particularly to a gaming 
machine having first start memory means for memorizing 
the first start memory information and second start memory 
means for memorizing the second start memory information 
and a simulation program. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005. In a conventional gaming machine such as 
pachinko gaming machine, it is provided changeable display 
control means capable of carrying out a control for variably 
displaying the identification information on a display area of 
a changeable display device and a control for derivatively 
displaying the identification information variably displayed, 
on condition that a shot gaming ball passes to a start area 
provided in a game area in which the ball is able to roll, so 
that a gaming state may be shifted to a specific gaming state 
(so-called big win) which is advantageous to a player 
when the identification information derivatively displayed 
becomes a predetermined combination (specific display 
mode). 
0006. As disclosed in a Japanese Unexamined Patent 
Publication No. 2003-310925, for example, such gaming 
machine is provided with a plurality of start areas, a plurality 
of start memory information display devices for recording 
the start memory information for determining a result of the 
variable display of the identification information and dis 
playing the recorded start memory information, when the 
gaming ball has passed to the start area but the changeable 
display of the identification information cannot be carried 
out, and a plurality of changeable display devices for 
changeably displaying a plurality of identification informa 
tion corresponding to the plural start areas, respectively, 
wherein a gaming state is shifted to a specific gaming State 
on condition that any one of the plural identification infor 
mation becomes a specific display mode. Accordingly, it is 
possible to provide a plurality of game patterns using one 
pachinko gaming machine, thereby increasing an interest in 
a game. 

0007. In the above gaming machine, the number of the 
start memory information to be recorded is not limitless but 
limited, and the start memory information display device 
cannot display the start memory information greater than the 
upper limit of the number. Accordingly, when a player 
perceives, through the start memory information display 
device, that the number of the start memory information 
reaches the predetermined upper limit not recordable, the 
player conducts a so-called use stop (shooting stop) So as to 
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control the unnecessary shooting of a gaming ball. As a 
consequence, the rate of operation of the gaming machine 
may be decreased. 
0008 For example, in case of a pachinko gaming 
machine having two start memory information display 
devices, even though the start memory information of the 
one device is recorded in only half degree of the upper limit 
thereof, when the start memory information of the other 
device reaches the upper limit thereof, the player conducts 
the use stop so as to control the unnecessary shooting of the 
gaming ball. Accordingly, the rate of operation of the 
gaming machine is decreased. 
0009. In addition, in the above gaming machine, since the 
plural start memory information display devices are pro 
vided apart from each other and are not controlled from each 
other, the player is forced to move the viewpoint for many 
times during the game, so as to check all the start memory 
information. In particular, since the display area of the start 
memory information display device is Small, the check of 
the start memory information causes an inconvenience to the 
player, thereby reducing the players interest. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. An object of the invention is to provide a gaming 
machine and a simulation program capable of preventing the 
rate of operation of the gaming machine from being 
decreased. 

0011) Another object of the invention is to provide a 
gaming machine and a simulation program capable of pre 
venting a player from moving the viewpoint for many times 
during the game so as to check the start memory information 
and maintaining or increasing an interest in a game. 

0012. In order to achieve the above object, the invention 
provides following gaming machines. 

0013 (1) There is provided a gaming machine compris 
ing: first changeable display means for changeably display 
ing first identification information; second changeable dis 
play means for changeably displaying second identification 
information; first changeable display control means for 
carrying out a display control of the first changeable display 
means, on condition that a gaming ball passes to a first start 
area provided to a game area; second changeable display 
control means for carrying out a display control of the 
second changeable display means, on condition that a gam 
ing ball passes to a second start area provided to a game area; 
first start memory means for memorizing the first start 
memory information, with a predetermined number being 
set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a result of a 
changeable display of the first identification information 
until it is fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display 
start condition capable of carrying out a changeable display 
of the first identification information, when the gaming ball 
passes to the first start area but it is fulfilled a first prede 
termined changeable display reservation condition incapable 
of carrying out a changeable display of the identification 
information relating to a passing of the gaming ball to the 
first start area; second start memory means for memorizing 
the second start memory information, with a predetermined 
number being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the second identification 
information until it is fulfilled a second predetermined 
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changeable display start condition capable of carrying out a 
changeable display of the second identification information, 
when the gaming ball passes to the second start area but it 
is fulfilled a second predetermined changeable display res 
ervation condition incapable of carrying out a changeable 
display of the identification information relating to a passing 
of the gaming ball to the second start area; means for 
counting a Sum total of the first and second start memory 
information, based on the first start memory information 
memorized in the first start memory means and the second 
start memory information memorized in the second start 
memory means; and means for displaying the Sum total of 
the first and second start memory information in a prede 
termined display mode. 
0014 (2) In the gaming machine described in the above 
(1), the Sum total displaying means has a function of 
displaying predetermined display objects same as the Sum 
total of the number of the first start memory information and 
the number of the second start memory information. 
00.15 (3) There is provided a simulation program 
enabling a computer to execute following processes: a first 
changeable display control process of carrying out a control 
of a changeable display of first identification information, on 
condition that a first predetermined start condition is full 
filled; a second changeable display control process of car 
rying out a control of a changeable display of second 
identification information, on condition that a second pre 
determined start condition is fulfilled; a first start memory 
process for memorizing first start memory information, with 
a predetermined number being set as the upper limit thereof, 
for determining a result of a changeable display of the first 
identification information until it is fulfilled a first predeter 
mined changeable display start condition capable of carrying 
out a changeable display of the first identification informa 
tion, when it is fulfilled the first predetermined start condi 
tion but it is fulfilled a first predetermined changeable 
display reservation condition incapable of carrying out a 
changeable display of the identification information relating 
to the first predetermined start condition; a second start 
memory process for memorizing second start memory infor 
mation, with a predetermined number being set as the upper 
limit thereof, for determining a result of a changeable 
display of the second identification information until it is 
fulfilled a second predetermined changeable display start 
condition capable of carrying out a changeable display of the 
second identification information, when it is fulfilled the 
second predetermined start condition but it is fulfilled a first 
predetermined changeable display reservation condition 
incapable of carrying out a changeable display of the iden 
tification information relating to the second predetermined 
start condition; a process of counting a sum total of the first 
and second start memory information, based on the first start 
memory information memorized by the first start memory 
process and the second start memory information memo 
rized by the second start memory process; and a process of 
displaying the Sum total of the first and second start memory 
information in a predetermined display mode. 
0016. The first object can be achieved according to the 
invention described in the above (1) or (3). Specifically, the 
Sum total of the first and second start memory information 
is displayed in a predetermined display mode. Accordingly, 
even though any one of the first and second start memory 
means records the start memory information up to the 
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predetermined number of upper limit thereof, the player 
cannot distinguish which of the first and second start 
memory means is the start memory means having recorded 
the start memory information, until the predetermined num 
ber of upper limit is reached. As a result, since the player 
continues to play the game without a use stop, it is possible 
to prevent the rate of operation of the gaming machine from 
being decreased. 

0017. The first object can be achieved according to the 
invention described in the above (2). Specifically, since it is 
displayed the predetermined display objects same as the Sum 
total of the first and second start memory information, even 
though any one of the first and second start memory means 
records the start memory information up to the upper limit 
thereof, the player cannot distinguish which of the first and 
second start memory means is the start memory means 
having recorded the start memory information, until the 
predetermined number of upper limit is reached. As a result, 
since the player continues to play the game without a use 
stop, it is possible to prevent the rate of operation of the 
gaming machine from being decreased. 

0018 (4) There is provided a gaming machine compris 
ing: first changeable display means for changeably display 
ing first identification information; second changeable dis 
play means for changeably displaying second identification 
information; first changeable display control means for 
carrying out a display control of the first changeable display 
means, on condition that a gaming ball passes to a first start 
area provided to a game area; second changeable display 
control means for carrying out a display control of the 
second changeable display means, on condition that a gam 
ing ball passes to a second start area provided to a game area; 
first start memory means for memorizing the first start 
memory information, with a predetermined number being 
set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a result of a 
changeable display of the first identification information 
until it is fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display 
start condition capable of carrying out a changeable display 
of the first identification information, when the gaming ball 
passes to the first start area but it is fulfilled a first prede 
termined changeable display reservation condition incapable 
of carrying out a changeable display of the identification 
information relating to a passing of the gaming ball to the 
first start area; second start memory means for memorizing 
the second start memory information, with a predetermined 
number being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the second identification 
information until it is fulfilled a second predetermined 
changeable display start condition capable of carrying out a 
changeable display of the second identification information, 
when the gaming ball passes to the second start area but it 
is fulfilled a second predetermined changeable display res 
ervation condition incapable of carrying out a changeable 
display of the identification information relating to a passing 
of the gaming ball to the second start area; and means for 
counting a sum total of the first and second start memory 
information, based on the first start memory information 
memorized in the first start memory means and the second 
start memory information memorized in the second start 
memory means, wherein the Sum total of the first and second 
start memory information is displayed by one means for 
displaying the Sum total. 
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0.019 (5) In the gaming machine described in the above 
(4), the Sum total displaying means is provided with a first 
display area for displaying the number of the first start 
memory information and a second display area for display 
ing the number of the second start memory information, 
which areas being arranged in a line. 
0020 (6) The gaming machine described in the above (4) 
or (5) is provided with means for determining whether the 
first or second start memory information is memorized, and 
the Sum total displaying means has a function of displaying 
the number of the first start memory information in a first 
display mode and the number of the second start memory 
information in a second display mode different from the first 
display mode, based on a result determined by the deter 
mining means and thus displaying the Sum total of the first 
and second start memory information. 
0021 (7) There is provided a simulation program 
enabling a computer to execute following processes: a first 
changeable display control process of carrying out a control 
of a changeable display of first identification information, on 
condition that a first predetermined start condition is full 
filled; a second changeable display control process of car 
rying out a control of a changeable display of second 
identification information, on condition that a second pre 
determined start condition is fulfilled; a first start memory 
process for memorizing first start memory information, with 
a predetermined number being set as the upper limit thereof, 
for determining a result of a changeable display of the first 
identification information until it is fulfilled a first predeter 
mined changeable display start condition capable of carrying 
out a changeable display of the first identification informa 
tion, when the first predetermined start condition is fulfilled 
but it is fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display 
reservation condition incapable of carrying out a changeable 
display of the identification information relating to the first 
predetermined start condition; a second start memory pro 
cess for memorizing second start memory information, with 
a predetermined number being set as the upper limit thereof, 
for determining a result of a changeable display of the 
second identification information until it is fulfilled a second 
predetermined changeable display start condition capable of 
carrying out a changeable display of the second identifica 
tion information, when the second predetermined start con 
dition is fulfilled but it is fulfilled a first predetermined 
changeable display reservation condition incapable of car 
rying out a changeable display of the identification infor 
mation relating to the second predetermined start condition; 
a process of counting a sum total of the first and second start 
memory information, based on the first start memory infor 
mation memorized by the first start memory process and the 
second start memory information memorized by the second 
start memory process; and a process of displaying the Sum 
total of the first and second start memory information 
through one process of displaying a sum total of the start 
memory information. 
0022. The second object can be achieved according to the 
invention described in the above (4) or (7). Specifically, 
since the Sum total of the first and second start memory 
information is displayed by the one Sum total displaying 
means, it is not necessary for the player to move the 
viewpoint for many times during the game so as to check the 
start memory information. Accordingly, it is possible to 
maintain or increase the players interest. 
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0023 The second object can be achieved according to the 
invention described in the above (5). Specifically, since the 
Sum total displaying means is provided with a first display 
area for displaying the number of the first start memory 
information and a second display area for displaying the 
number of the second start memory information, which 
areas being arranged in a line, it is not necessary for the 
player to move the viewpoint for many times during the 
game so as to check the start memory information. Accord 
ingly, it is possible to maintain or increase the players 
interest. 

0024. The second object can be achieved according to the 
invention described in the above (6). Specifically, since the 
Sum total displaying means displays the number of the first 
start memory information in a first display mode and the 
number of the second start memory information in a second 
display mode different from the first display mode, the 
player can easily check the number of the first start memory 
information currently memorized and the number of the 
second start memory information currently memorized, 
respectively. In the mean time, in case that the first start 
memory information and the second start memory informa 
tion are displayed in the same display mode, if one start 
memory information is memorized up to the upper limit 
thereof, even though the number of the start memory infor 
mation which can be displayed in the Sum total displaying 
means does not reach the upper limit, the number of the 
corresponding start memory information is not increased. 
Accordingly, the player may feel uneasy. However, accord 
ing to the invention, since the player can easily check the 
first and second start memory information currently memo 
rized, respectively, it is possible to prevent the player from 
feeling uneasy. At the same time, in case that the first or 
second start memory information is not recorded up to the 
upper limit, the player can play the game until the number 
of the corresponding start memory information reaches the 
upper limit thereof, so that the interest in the game can be 
increased. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0025. Other and further objects, features and advantages 
of the invention will appear more fully from the following 
description taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 
0026 FIG. 1 is a front view showing an external appear 
ance of a pachinko gaming machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0027 FIG. 2 is an enlarged view showing a start 
memory-number display device of a pachinko gaming 
machine according to a first embodiment of the invention; 
0028 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a main control 
circuit and a sub-control circuit provided to a pachinko 
machine according to an embodiment of the invention; 
0029 FIG. 4A is an illustrative view showing a display 
screen displayed in a pachinko machine according to an 
embodiment of the invention; 
0030 FIG. 4B is an illustrative view showing a display 
screen displayed in a pachinko machine according to an 
embodiment of the invention; 
0031 FIG. 4C is an illustrative view showing a display 
screen displayed in a pachinko machine according to an 
embodiment of the invention; 
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0032 FIG. 4D is an illustrative view showing a display 
screen displayed in a pachinko machine according to an 
embodiment of the invention; 
0033 FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0034 FIG. 6 is a flow char showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0035 FIG. 7 is a flow char showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0.036 FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing a state shift of a 
control process carried out in a pachinko machine according 
to an embodiment of the invention; 
0037 FIG. 9 is a flow chart showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0038 FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0.039 FIG. 11 is a flow chart showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0040 FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0041 FIG. 13 is a flow chart showing a control process 
carried out in a pachinko machine according to an embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0.042 FIG. 14 is a front view showing an external appear 
ance of a pachinko gaming machine according to a first 
embodiment of the invention; 
0.043 FIG. 15 is an enlarged view showing a start 
memory-number display device of a pachinko gaming 
machine according to a second embodiment of the inven 
tion; 
0044 FIG. 16 is an enlarged view showing a start 
memory-number display device of a pachinko gaming 
machine according to a second embodiment of the inven 
tion; 
0045 FIG. 17 is a front view showing an external appear 
ance of a pachinko gaming machine according to a second 
embodiment of the invention; 
0046 FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing a main control 
circuit and a Sub-control circuit provided to a pachinko 
machine according to an embodiment of the invention; 
0047 FIG. 19 is a schematic view showing a computer 
according an embodiment of the invention; and 
0.048 FIG. 20 is a schematic view showing a game 
system according to an embodiment of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0049. Hereinafter, it will be described preferred embodi 
ments of the invention with reference to the drawings. 
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First Embodiment 

0050. In the followings, it is described a first embodiment 
of the invention with reference to FIGS. 1 to 14. 

0051) 
0052 FIG. 1 is a front view showing an external appear 
ance of a pachinko gaming machine according to a first 
embodiment of the invention. In the mean time, in the 
embodiment described below, it is described that the inven 
tion is applied to a first type pachinko gaming machine (also 
referred to as digital pachinko)) as an embodiment suitable 
for a gaming machine of the invention. 

Structure of Gaming Machine 

0053 Apachinko gaming machine 10 is provided with a 
main frame 12, a game board 14 installed in the main frame 
12, an upper tray 20 and a lower tray 22 mounted to a front 
side of the main frame 12, and a shooting handle 26 mounted 
at a right side of the lower tray 22. In addition, a plurality of 
obstacle pins (not shown) are driven into the front side of the 
game board 14. 
0054 Further, the shooting handle 26 is mounted to be 
rotatable with regard to the main frame 12. A player manipu 
lates the shooting handle 26 to play a pachinko game. In 
addition, a shooting motor (not shown) is mounted at the 
rear of the shooting handle 26. 
0055. In addition, a touch sensor (not shown) is provided 
to an edge of the shooting sensor 26. When the touch sensor 
is contacted, it is detected that the player grasps the shooting 
handle 26. When the shooting handle 26 is grasped by the 
player and is operated in a clockwise direction, the power is 
Supplied to the shooting motor depending on the rotation 
angle and the gaming balls Stored in the upper tray 20 are 
sequentially shot to the gaming board 14. 
0056. In the mean time, it is enough that the touch sensor 
mounted to the shooting handle 26 can determine that the 
shooting handle 26 is grasped. For example, an optical or 
heat sensor may be adopted. 
0057 The gaming ball shot is guided in a guide rail 30 
provided on the game board 14 and moved to the upper part 
of the game board 14. After that, the gaming ball turns the 
advancing direction due to the collisions with the obstacle 
pins and falls toward to the lower part of the game board 14. 
Like this, an area which is surrounded by the guide rail 30 
and in which the gaming ball can roll is referred to as a game 
aca. 

0058 At a frontal center of the game board 14 are 
mounted a first liquid crystal display device 32 as first 
changeable display means and a second liquid crystal dis 
play device 33 as second changeable display means. 
0059. The first liquid crystal display device 32 comprises 
a display area 32a and the second liquid crystal display 
device 33 comprises a display area 33a. The identification 
information is respectively displayed on the display areas 
32a, 33a. In addition, the identification information consists 
of special symbols 92.93 in a special symbol game which 
will be specifically described later. The identification infor 
mation is a symbol consisting of numbers, marks, and the 
like. In this embodiment, the number of 0-9 are used. 
0060. The changeable display is meant by a concept to 
be variably displayed and allows a variable display which 
is actually varied and displayed and a stop display which 
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is actually stopped and displayed. In addition, the change 
able display can carry out a derivative display of which 
the identification information is displayed as a result of a 
special symbol game. In addition, it is referred to as one time 
changeable display from after the variable display is started 
until the derivative display is carried out. 
0061. In addition, the identification information corre 
sponding to plural symbol rows (3 rows in this embodiment) 
is changeably displayed on the liquid crystal display device 
32, 33. In the mean time, the identification information of 
the first liquid crystal display device 32 is referred to as first 
identification information and the identification information 
of the second liquid crystal display device 33 is referred to 
as second identification information. 

0062) When the derivative display of the identification 
information of the plural rows is carried out in the respective 
liquid crystal display devices 32, 33 and a combination of 
the identification information of the plural rows derivatively 
displayed becomes a specific display mode (for example, a 
mode which is derivatively displayed under state that any 
one of 0 to 9 is matched in the respective symbol rows), 
a gaming state is shifted to a big win gaming state (specific 
gaming state) which is advantageous to the player. 
0063. In addition, a start memory-number display device 
1 as means for displaying a sum total of the start memory 
information is mounted above the display areas 32a, 33a of 
the liquid crystal display devices 32, 33. The start memory 
number display device 1 is provided with reservation lamps 
34a to 34h. The start memory-number display device 1 will 
be specifically described later. 
0064. Further, ordinary symbols 94, 95 of an ordinary 
symbol game are displayed in right upper part of the display 
areas 32a, 33a of the liquid crystal display devices 32, 33. 
The ordinary symbol is the information consisting of a 
numeral or mark, such as O, X and the like. 
0065. In addition to the identification information and the 
ordinary symbol image, a background image and an effect 
image are displayed in the liquid crystal display devices 32. 
33. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the identification 
information consists of the plural symbol rows. However, 
the invention is not limited thereto. For example, the iden 
tification information may consist of a one symbol row. 
0.066 Above the liquid crystal display devices 32, 33 are 
mounted ball passing detectors 54a, 54b. When the ball 
passing detector 54a detects that a gaming ball passes to a 
neighborhood thereof, the variable display of the ordinary 
symbol 94 is started on the display area 32a. After a 
predetermined time, the variable display of the ordinary 
symbol is stopped. Likewise, when the ball passing detector 
54b detects that a gaming ball passes to a neighborhood 
thereof, the variable display of the ordinary symbol 95 is 
started on the display area 33a. After a predetermined time, 
the variable display of the ordinary symbol is stopped. 
0067. When the ordinary symbol 94 is stopped in a 
predetermined symbol pattern, for example O, wing mem 
bers (so-called ordinary electromotive accessories) 48a pro 
vided to both sides of a first start hole 44a (first start area) 
are shifted to an opened State from a closed State, so that the 
gaming ball can easily enter the first start hole 44a. In 
addition, when a predetermined time period has elapsed with 
the wing members 48a being opened, the wing members 48a 
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are closed so that the gaming ball cannot easily enter the first 
start hole 44a. Likewise, regarding the ordinary symbol 95. 
wing members 48b provided to both sides of a second start 
hole 44b (second start area) are shifted to an opened State 
from a closed state. So that the gaming ball can easily enter 
the second start hole 44b. In addition, when a predetermined 
time period has elapsed with the wing members 48b being 
opened, the wing members 48b are closed so that the gaming 
ball cannot easily enter the second start hole 44b. 

0068. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the liquid 
crystal display devices 32, 33 consisting of a liquid crystal 
monitor panel are adopted as a member for displaying an 
image. However, the invention is not limited thereto. For 
example, it may be provided a Braun tube including a CRT 
(Cathode Ray Tube), a dot LED, a segment LED, an EL 
(Electronic Luminescent), plasma, and the like. In addition, 
in this embodiment, the liquid crystal display device 32, 33 
are mounted at the frontal center of the game board 14 of the 
pachinko gaming machine 10. However, it may be mounted 
at any position as long as the player can see it. In addition, 
in this embodiment, the liquid crystal display devices 32, 33 
are separately provided as the first and second changeable 
display means. However, the invention is not limited thereto. 
For example, it may be provided an integrated liquid crystal 
display device. In addition, in this embodiment, the identi 
fication information and the ordinary symbols are change 
ably displayed in the liquid crystal display devices 32, 33. 
However, the invention is not limited thereto. For example, 
it may be provided a changeable display device for ordinary 
symbol separate from the liquid crystal display devices 32. 
33. In addition, the liquid crystal display devices 32, 33 are 
adopted as the first and second changeable display means. 
However, the invention is not limited thereto. For example, 
separate modes, i.e., a drum, a belt, a reel and the like may 
be adopted as the first changeable display means and the 
second changeable display means. 

0069. In addition, rolling guide members 59a, 59b for 
guiding the gaming ball into a predetermined direction are 
also mounted above the liquid crystal display devices 32, 33. 
Additionally, speakers 4.6L, 46R are mounted above the 
game board 14. Furthermore, decoration lamps 36a, 36b are 
mounted at the lower left and right sides of the game board 
14. In addition, normal winning holes 56a-56d of the 
gaming ball are provided below the game board 14. 

0070 Adjacent to the normal winning holes 56a-56d are 
mounted shutters 40a, 40b capable of being opened and 
closed with regard to big winning holes 39a, 39b. In other 
words, the big winning holes 39a, 39b are provided in the 
game area. In the mean time, the big winning hole 39a is 
referred to as a first big winning hole 39a, the big winning 
hole 39b is referred to as a second big winning hole 39a, the 
shutter 40a is referred to as a first shutter 40a and the shutter 
40b is referred to as a second shutter 40b. 

0071. As described above, when a combination of the 
first identification information of the first liquid crystal 
display device 32 is a specific display mode, the gaming 
state is shifted to a big win gaming state, based on the 
changeable display of the first identification information, 
and the first shutter 40a is driven into an opened state (first 
state) under which the gaming ball can be easily accepted. 
In addition, the first big winning hole 39a is provided with 
a specific area (not shown) having a first V(count sensor 102 
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(see FIG. 3) and a normal area (not shown) having a first 
count sensor 104 (see FIG. 3). The first shutter 40a is driven 
into an opened state until the gaming ball passes to the areas 
by a predetermined number (for example, 10 balls) or a 
predetermined time period (for example, 30 seconds) 
elapses. In other words, if any one condition of the winning 
of the predetermined number of gaming balls and the lapse 
of the predetermined time period is fulfilled with regard to 
the first big winning hole 39a under opened state, the first 
big winning hole 39a is forced to be under closed state at 
which it is difficult to accept the gaming ball. In addition, the 
first shutter 40a which is shifted to the closed state (second 
state) from the opened state is again driven into the opened 
state, on condition that the gaming ball accepted in the first 
big winning hole 39a under opened state passes to the first 
V(count sensor 102. In other words, the first shutter is again 
forced to be under opened state from the closed state, on 
condition that the gaming ball, which is accepted when the 
first big winning hole 39a is under opened State, passes to the 
specific area provided in the first big winning hole 39a. 
0072 Likewise, when a combination of the second iden 
tification information of the second liquid crystal display 
device 33 is a specific display mode, the gaming state is 
shifted to the big win gaming state, based on the changeable 
display of the second identification information, and the 
second shutter 40b is driven into the opened state (first state) 
under which the gaming ball can be easily accepted. In 
addition, the second big winning hole 39b is provided with 
a specific area (not shown) having a second V(count sensor 
103 (see FIG. 3) and a normal area (not shown) having a 
second count sensor 105 (see FIG. 3). The second shutter 
40b is driven into the opened state until the gaming ball 
passes to the areas by a predetermined number (for example, 
10 balls) or a predetermined time period (for example, 30 
seconds) elapses. In other words, if any one condition of the 
winning of the predetermined number of gaming balls and 
the lapse of the predetermined time period is fulfilled with 
regard to the second big winning hole 39b under opened 
state, the second big winning hole 39b is forced to be under 
closed state at which it is difficult to accept the gaming ball. 
In addition, the second shutter 40b which is shifted to the 
closed State (second state) from the opened State is again 
driven into the opened State, on condition that the gaming 
ball accepted in the second big winning hole 39b under 
opened state passes to the second V(count sensor 103. In 
other words, the second shutter is again forced to be under 
opened State from the closed State, on condition that the 
gaming ball, which is accepted when the second big winning 
hole 39b is under opened state, passes to the specific area 
provided in the second big winning hole 39b. In the mean 
time, in this embodiment, the big win gaming state corre 
sponding to the first identification information of the first 
liquid crystal display device 32 and the big win gaming state 
corresponding to the second identification information of the 
second liquid crystal display device 33 are not executed at 
the same time. 

0073. In addition, a first start hole 44a having a first start 
winning ball sensor 116 (see FIG. 3) is provided below the 
liquid crystal display device 32. When a winning of the 
gaming ball is made in the first start hole 44a, a special 
symbol game of the first liquid crystal display device 32 is 
started and it is shifted to a variable display state at which 
the first identification information of the plural rows is 
variably displayed. In this embodiment, a first predeter 
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mined changeable display start condition includes a main 
condition that a winning of the gaming ball is made in the 
first start hole 44a. In addition, it includes a condition that 
the first identification information is derivatively displayed. 
In other words, the identification information is changeably 
displayed whenever the first predetermined changeable dis 
play start condition is fulfilled. 
0074. Likewise, a second start hole 44b having a second 
start winning ball sensor 117 (see FIG. 3) is provided below 
the liquid crystal display device 33. When a winning of the 
gaming ball is made in the second start hole 44b, a special 
symbol game of the second liquid crystal display device 33 
is started and it is shifted to a variable display state at which 
the second identification information of the plural rows is 
variably displayed. In this embodiment, a second predeter 
mined changeable display start condition includes a main 
condition that a winning of the gaming ball is made in the 
second start hole 44b. In addition, it includes a condition that 
the second identification information is derivatively dis 
played. In other words, the identification information is 
changeably displayed whenever the second predetermined 
variable display start condition is fulfilled. 
0075. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the first 
predetermined changeable display start condition is such 
that a winning of the gaming ball is made in the first start 
hole 44a, and the second predetermined changeable display 
start condition is such that a winning of the gaming ball is 
made in the second start hole 44b. However, the invention 
is not limited thereto. For example, a separate mode may be 
also possible as long as the first and second predetermined 
changeable display start conditions are independent of each 
other. 

0076. In addition, in the special symbol game of the first 
liquid crystal display device 32, on condition that a winning 
of the gaming ball is made in the start hole 44a during the 
variable display of the first identification information (first 
predetermined changeable display reservation condition), it 
is reserved the execution (start) of the changeable display of 
the first identification information relating to the winning of 
the gaming ball regarding the corresponding start hole 44a. 
When the first predetermined changeable display reservation 
condition is fulfilled, it is reserved the execution (start) of 
the changeable display of the first identification information 
until a predetermined changeable display start condition is 
fulfilled, for example until the first identification information 
being variably displayed is derivatively displayed. When the 
first identification information is derivatively displayed 
under state that it is reserved the execution of the changeable 
display of the first identification information, it is started the 
execution of the changeable display of the first identification 
information, which is reserved. In addition, the execution of 
the changeable display of the first identification information, 
which is carried out when the first identification information 
is derivatively displayed, is carried out by one time-execu 
tion. For example, when the first identification information 
is derivatively displayed under state that it is reserved three 
time-executions of the changeable display of the first iden 
tification information, only one time-execution of the 
changeable display of the first identification information 
reserved is carried out and the other two-time executions are 
reserved. 

0077. In addition, in the special symbol game of the 
second liquid crystal display device 33, on condition that a 
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winning ball of a gaming ball is made in the start hole 44b 
during the variable display of the second identification 
information (second predetermined changeable display res 
ervation condition), it is reserved the execution (start) of the 
changeable display of the second identification information 
relating to the winning of the gaming ball regarding the 
corresponding start hole 44b. When the second predeter 
mined changeable display reservation condition is fulfilled, 
it is reserved the execution (start) of the changeable display 
of the second identification information until a predeter 
mined changeable display start condition is fulfilled, for 
example until the second identification information being 
variably displayed is derivatively displayed. When the sec 
ond identification information is derivatively displayed 
under state that it is reserved the execution of the changeable 
display of the second identification information, it is started 
the execution of the changeable display of the second 
identification information, which is reserved. In addition, the 
execution of the changeable display of the second identifi 
cation information, which is carried out when the second 
identification information is derivatively displayed, is car 
ried out by one time-execution. For example, when the 
second identification information is derivatively displayed 
under state that it is reserved three time-executions of the 
changeable display of the second identification information, 
only one time-execution of the changeable display of the 
second identification information reserved is carried out and 
the other two-time executions are reserved. 

0078 When it is reserved the execution of the changeable 
display of the first identification information relating to the 
winning of the gaming ball regarding the start hole 44a or 
the execution of the changeable display of the second 
identification information relating to the winning of the 
gaming ball regarding the start hole 44b, the start memory 
information is memorized, with a predetermined number 
(for example, 4) being set as the upper limit thereof, in a 
main RAM 70 (see FIG. 4) so that the changeable display of 
the identification information can be executed later. By 
memorizing the start memory information, it is reserved the 
changeable display of the identification information relating 
to the winning of the gaming ball with regard to the start hole 
and at the same time it is memorized the information for 
determining a result of the changeable display of the iden 
tification information. 

0079. In the mean time, the start memory information, 
which is recorded in the main RAM 70 when it is reserved 
the execution of the changeable display of the first identi 
fication information relating to the winning of the gaming 
ball regarding the start hole 44a, is referred to as the first 
start memory information. The start memory information, 
which is recorded in the main RAM 70 when it is reserved 
the execution of the changeable display of the second 
identification information relating to the winning of the 
gaming ball regarding the start hole 44b, is referred to as the 
second start memory information. 

0080. In general, the number of these start memory 
information (so-called start memory-number, i.e., the 
number of executions of the changeable display of the 
identification information reserved is displayed by the light 
ing-up (light emission) and the lights-out (extinction) of 
reservation lamps 34a-34h provided to the start memory 
number display device 1. 
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0081. In addition, when a winning of the gaming ball is 
made or the gaming ball passes to the specific and normal 
areas of the start holes 44a, 44b, the normal winning holes 
56a-56d and the big winning holes 39a, 39b, the preset 
number of gaming balls is paid out to the upper tray 20 or 
lower tray 22 depending on the types of the respective 
winning holes. 
0082 
0083. An enlarged view of the start memory-number 
display device 1 is shown in FIG. 2 so as to display the start 
memory-number of the special symbol game. 

Start Memory-Number Display Device 

0084. The start memory-number display device 1 as 
means for displaying the sum total of the start memory 
information is provided with the reservation lamps 34a to 
34h as a display object (light emitter). Each of the reserva 
tion lamps 34a to 34h consists of one LED (light emitting 
diode) lamp. In other words, the reservation lamps 34a to 
34h consist of eight same-type LED lamps, and the emitted 
light color thereof is unified into a red color. 
0085. When the winning of a gaming ball is made in the 
start hole 44a and thus the first start memory-number is 
increased by one during the variable display of the first 
identification information in the special symbol game of the 
first liquid crystal display device 32 (i.e., when the first start 
memory information for determining a result of the change 
able display of the first identification information is memo 
rized in the main RAM 70) or when the winning of a gaming 
ball is made in the start hole 44b and thus the second start 
memory-number is increased by one during the variable 
display of the second identification information in the spe 
cial symbol game of the second liquid crystal display device 
33 (i.e., when the first start memory information for deter 
mining a result of the changeable display of the second 
identification information is memorized in the main RAM 
70), the reservation lamps 34a to 34h are turned on one by 
one from the left side to the right side. In other words, under 
state that the reservation lamp 34a located at the leftmost is 
not turned on (all the reservation lamps 34a to 34h are not 
turned on), when the winning of a gaming ball is made in the 
start hole 44a and thus the first start memory-number is 
increased by one during the variable display of the first 
identification information in the special symbol game of the 
first liquid crystal display device 32 or when the winning of 
a gaming ball is made in the start hole 44b and thus the 
second start memory-number is increased by one during the 
variable display of the second identification information in 
the special symbol game of the second liquid crystal display 
device 33, the reservation lamp 34a is turned on for the first 
time, then reservation lamp 34b and the reservation lamp 
34c are sequentially turned on and then the reservation lamp 
34h is turned on for the last time. 

0086. In addition, the reservation lamps 34a to 34h 
display the sum total (so-called the sum total of the first and 
second start memory information) of the number of execu 
tions of the changeable display of the first identification 
information (so-called first start memory-number) 
reserved and the number of executions of the changeable 
display of the second identification information (so-called 
second start memory-number) reserved through the light 
ing-up or lights-out. For example, when one-time execution 
of the changeable display of the first identification informa 
tion is reserved and the execution of the changeable display 
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of the second identification information is not reserved, the 
reservation lamp 34a is turned on and the reservation lamps 
34b-34h are turned off. When one-time execution of the 
changeable display of the first identification information is 
reserved and one-time execution of the changeable display 
of the second identification information is reserved, the 
reservation lamps 34a, 34b are turned on and the reservation 
lamps 34C-34h are turned off. When three-time executions 
of the changeable display of the first identification informa 
tion are reserved and three-time executions of the change 
able display of the second identification information are 
reserved, the reservation lamps 34a-34fare turned on and 
the reservation lamps 34g, 34h are turned off, as shown in 
FIG. 2. When four-time executions of the changeable dis 
play of the first identification information are reserved and 
reserved four-time executions of the changeable display of 
the second identification information, all the reservation 
lamps 34a-34h are turned on. 

0087. In the mean time, as described above, the reserva 
tion lamps 34a-34h consist of the same-type LED lamps 
unified into one emitting color (i.e., red color). Accordingly, 
if the player does not check the moment when a winning of 
the gaming is made in the start hole 44a or start hole 44b, 
the player may not perceive whether the turned on reserva 
tion lamp is a reservation lamp which is turned on due to the 
winning of the gaming ball in the start hole 44a under State 
that it is reserved the execution of the changeable display of 
the first identification information or a reservation lamp 
which is turned on due to the winning of the gaming ball in 
the start hole 44b under state that it is reserved the execution 
of the changeable display of the second identification infor 
mation. 

0088. Like this, since the number of executions of the 
changeable display of the first and second identification 
information reserved is displayed by the same-type LED 
lamps unified into a red color (predetermined display mode), 
even though the first or second start memory information is 
recorded up to the predetermined number of upper limit 
thereof, the player cannot distinguish that the start memory 
information recorded up to the predetermined number of 
upper limit is the first or second start memory information. 
Accordingly, the player continues to play the game without 
the use stop, so that the rate of operation of the gaming 
machine can be prevented from being decreased. 

0089. In addition, the upper limit is respectively set with 
regard to the number of executions of the changeable display 
of the first and second identification information. In this 
embodiment, the changeable display of the identification 
information is reserved under state that 4 times and 8 times 
are respectively set as the upper limits of the number of 
executions of the changeable display of the first and second 
identification information. For example, when a winning of 
the gaming ball is made in the start hole 44a under state that 
it is reserved the three-time executions of the changeable 
display of the first identification information, it is reserved 
the fourth execution of the changeable display of the first 
identification information. When a winning of the gaming 
ball is made in the start hole 44a under state that it is 
reserved the fourth-time executions of the changeable dis 
play of the first identification information, it is not reserved 
the fifth execution of the changeable display of the first 
identification information but maintained the state that the 
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fourth-time executions of the changeable display of the first 
identification information are reserved. 

0090. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the change 
able display of the identification information is reserved 
under State that 4 times are respectively set as the upper 
limits of the number of executions of the changeable display 
of the first and second identification information. However, 
the invention is not limited thereto and a separate mode may 
be possible. For example, the changeable display of the 
identification information may be reserved under state that 
one time and plural times are respectively set as the upper 
limits of the number of executions of the changeable display 
of the first and second identification information. Alterna 
tively, the executions of the changeable display of both the 
first and second identification information may be reserved 
without defining the upper limits thereof. In addition, the 
execution of the changeable display of the one identification 
information may be reserved without defining the predeter 
mined number of upper limits of both the identification 
information. In addition, the changeable display of only the 
one identification information may be reserved without 
defining the upper limit thereof. Further, the changeable 
display of both the identification information may not be 
reserved. 

0091) 
0092 FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing a control circuit 
provided to a pachinko gaming machine 10 according to an 
embodiment of the invention. 

Electric Structure of the Gaming Machine 

0093. A main control circuit 60 as game control means is 
provided with a main CPU 66 (control means), a main ROM 
(Read Only Memory) 68, a main RAM (readable and 
writable memory) 70 and the like, as shown in FIG. 3. The 
main control circuit 60 controls a game progress. 
0094) To the main CPU 66 is connected the main ROM 
68, the main RAM 70 and the like. The main CPU 66 has a 
function of executing various processes in accordance with 
a program memorized in the main ROM 68. Like this, the 
main CPU 66 serves as various means which will be 
described later. 

0.095 The main ROM 68 memorizes a program for 
controlling the gaming machine 10 through the main CPU 
66. In addition, the main ROM 68 memorizes various tables 
such as a big win determining table which is referred to 
determine a big win by a random number lottery and an 
effect condition selecting table which is referred to select an 
effect. The specific tables will be described later in detail. 
0096. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the main 
ROM 68 is used as a medium for memorizing the program, 
the tables and the like. However, the invention is not limited 
thereto. For example, another mode may be possible as long 
as it can be read out by a computer having control means. In 
addition, it may be recorded to a memory medium Such as 
hard disk drive, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, ROM cartridge and 
the like. Further, the programs may be downloaded and 
recorded to the main RAM 70 after the power is inputted, 
rather than being recorded in advance. In addition, each of 
the programs may be recorded to separate memory media. In 
addition, in this embodiment, the main CPU 66, the main 
ROM 68 and the main RAM 70 are respectively mounted. 
However, it may be used a one-chip micro computer having 
integrated them. 
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0097. The main RAM 70 has a function of memorizing 
various flags or variables as a temporary memory area. The 
data memorized in the main RAM 70 is as follows. 

0098. In the main RAM 70, it is located output-related 
variables in which there exist a special symbol control state 
flag (including a first special symbol control state flag and a 
second special symbol control state flag), an ordinary sym 
bol control state flag (including a first ordinary symbol 
control state flag and a second special symbol control state 
flag), a specific area passing flag, a random number counter 
for determining a big win, a random number counter for 
determining a big win symbol, a random number counter for 
determining a losing symbol, a random number counter for 
selecting an effect condition, a counter for counting the 
number of cases where a big winning hole is opened, a big 
winning hole-winning counter, a counter for counting a start 
memory-number, a waiting time timer, a big winning hole 
opening time timer, data representing a start memory-num 
ber of a special symbol game (including the data represent 
ing a first start memory-number and the data representing a 
second start memory-number), data representing a start 
memory-number in an ordinary symbol game, and the like. 
These flags, counters and the like are located every two 
types, correspondingly to a first control system of the first 
liquid crystal display device 32 and a second control system 
of the second liquid crystal display device 33. In addition, in 
the main RAM 70, it is located the data, variables and the 
like for Supplying a command to a sub-control circuit 200. 
0099. The special symbol control state flag represents a 
control state of a special symbol game. The ordinary symbol 
control state flag represents a control state of an ordinary 
symbol game. The specific area passing flag is provided to 
determine whether the gaming ball has passed to a specific 
aca. 

0100. The random number counter for determining a big 
win is provided to determine whether a special symbol game 
is determined or not. The random number counter for 
determining a big win symbol is provided to determine the 
identification information which is derivatively displayed 
when it is determined that a winning of the special symbol 
game is made. The random number counter for determining 
a losing symbol is provided to determine the identification 
information which is derivatively displayed when it is 
determined that a winning of the special symbol game is not 
made. The random number counter for selecting an effect 
condition is provided to determine a variable display pattern 
of the identification information. These counters are sequen 
tially memory-updated by the main CPU 66 so that they are 
increased by 1, and the various functions of the main CPU 
66 are carried out by Sampling random numbers from the 
respective counters at a predetermined timing. In the mean 
time, in this embodiment, the counters are provided and 
memory-updated by the main CPU 66 so that they are 
increased by 1 in accordance with a program. However, 
the invention is not limited thereto. For example, a separate 
random number generator may be provided. In addition, it 
may be provided a random counter for determining whether 
a ready-to-win is made or not, although it is the losing. 

0101 The waiting time timer is provided to synchronize 
processes which are carried out in the main control circuit 60 
and the sub-control circuit 200. In addition, the big winning 
hole-opening time timer is provided to measure a time 
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period during which the shutters 40a, 40b are driven and the 
big winning holes 39a, 39b are opened. In the mean time, in 
this embodiment, the timers are memory-updated so that the 
timers are subtracted by a predetermined period in the 
predetermined period in the main RAM 70. However, the 
invention is not limited thereto. For example, the CPU itself 
may have the timers. 

0102) The counter for counting the number of cases 
where a big winning hole is opened represents the number 
of cases (so-called round number) where the big winning 
holes 39a, 39b are opened under big win gaming state. In 
addition, the big winning hole-winning counter represents 
the number of gaming balls which have been accepted in the 
big winning hole 39 during a round 1 and have passed to the 
V(count sensor 102 or the count sensor 104. In addition, 
when a winning of the gaming ball is made in the start holes 
44a, 44b but a variable display of the identification infor 
mation cannot be carried out, the corresponding variable 
display is reserved. The data representing a start memory 
number represents the number of the variable displays of the 
identification information reserved (which includes the first 
start memory-number and the second start memory-num 
ber). 
0103) In addition, a first special symbol memory area, a 
second special symbol memory area, a first ordinary symbol 
memory area and a second ordinary symbol memory area 
are located and memorized in the main RAM 70. 

0104. In the first special symbol memory area are memo 
rized a random number value for determining a big win 
corresponding to a first variable display of the special 
symbol game of the first liquid crystal display device 32, a 
random number value for a big win symbol, clear data, etc. 
The first special symbol memory area includes a first special 
symbol memory area (0) to a first special symbol memory 
area (4). The first special symbol memory area (0) memo 
rizes the data corresponding to the changeable display which 
is currently carried out. In addition, the first special symbol 
memory area (1) to the first special symbol memory area (4) 
memorize the data (the first start memory information) 
corresponding to a changeable display which is carried out 
after the changeable display being currently carried out is 
ended. In other words, when all the data of the first special 
symbol memory area (0) to the first special symbol memory 
area (4) are the clear data, it is not carried out the current 
changeable display and the reservation for carrying out the 
changeable display. In addition, when it is ended the change 
able display of the current identification information, the 
respective data of the first special symbol memory area (1) 
to the first special symbol memory area (4) is shifted to the 
first special symbol memory area (0) to the first special 
symbol memory area (3) and the clear data is memorized in 
the first special symbol memory area (4). As a consequence, 
the first special symbol memory area is updated. 

0105. In the mean time, the second special symbol 
memory area also includes a second special symbol memory 
area (0) to a second special symbol memory area (4), like the 
first special symbol memory area. In addition, the second 
special symbol memory area (1) and the second special 
symbol memory area (4) memorize the data (the second start 
memory information) corresponding to a changeable display 
which is carried out after the changeable display being 
currently carried out is ended. In addition, like the first 
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special symbol memory area, it is carried out the update 
control of the second special symbol memory area. In the 
mean time, in this embodiment, the main RAM 70 is an 
example of the first start memory means and the second start 
memory means. 

0106. In addition, like the first special symbol memory 
area, the first ordinary symbol memory area and the second 
ordinary symbol memory area include a first ordinary sym 
bol memory area (0) to a first ordinary symbol memory area 
(4), and a second ordinary symbol memory area (0) to a 
second ordinary symbol memory area (4). In addition, like 
the special symbol memory areas, it is carried out the update 
controls of the first and second ordinary symbol memory 
aaS. 

0107. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the main 
RAM 70 is adopted as the temporary memory area of the 
main CPU 66. However, the invention is not limited thereto. 
For example, any medium may be adopted as long as it is a 
readable and writable memory medium. 
0108. In addition, the main control circuit 60 is provided 
with an initial reset circuit 64 for generating a reset signal 
when the power is inputted, a command output port 72 for 
Supplying a command to the Sub-control circuit 200 and an 
I/O port 74 for transmitting and receiving a signal between 
various devices. In addition, the initial reset circuit 64, the 
command output port 72 and the I/O port 74 are connected 
to the main CPU 66. 

0109. In addition, the main control circuit 60 is connected 
with the various devices via the I/O port 74. For example, as 
shown in FIG. 3, the first V(count sensor 102, the second 
V(count sensor 103, the first count sensor 104, the second 
count sensor 105, normal winning ball sensors 106, 108, 
110, 112, a first passing ball sensor 114, a second passing 
ball sensor 115, the first start winning ball sensor 116, the 
second start winning ball sensor 117, a first ordinary elec 
tromotive accessory Solenoid 118, a second ordinary elec 
tromotive accessory solenoid 119, a first big winning hole 
solenoid 120, a second big winning hole solenoid 121, a first 
seesaw Solenoid 122, a second seesaw Solenoid 123 and a 
backup clear Switch 124 are connected to the main control 
circuit 60. 

0110. The first V(count sensor 102 is provided to a 
specific area of the first big winning hole 39a. When the 
gaming ball passes to the specific area of the first big 
winning hole 39a, the first V(count sensor 102 supplies a 
predetermined detection signal to the main control circuit 
60. 

0111 Likewise, the second V(count sensor 103 is pro 
vided to a specific area of the second big winning hole 39b. 
When the gaming ball passes to the specific area of the 
second big winning hole 39b, the second V(count sensor 103 
Supplies a predetermined detection signal to the main control 
circuit 60. 

0112 The first count sensor 104 is provided to a normal 
area different from the specific area of the first big winning 
hole 39a. When the gaming ball passes to the normal area of 
the first big winning hole 39a, the first count sensor 104 
Supplies a predetermined detection signal to the main control 
circuit 60. 

0113. Likewise, the second count sensor 105 is provided 
to a normal area different from the specific area of the 
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second big winning hole 39b. When the gaming ball passes 
to the normal area of the second big winning hole 39b, the 
second count sensor 105 supplies a predetermined detection 
signal to the main control circuit 60. 
0114. The normal winning ball sensors 106, 108, 110, 112 
are provided to the normal winning holes 56a-56d. When 
the gaming ball passes to the respective normal winning 
holes 56a-56d, the normal winning ball sensors 106, 108, 
110, 112 supply a predetermined detection signal to the main 
control circuit 60. 

0115 The first passing ball sensor 114 is provided to the 
ball passing detector 54a. When the gaming ball passes to 
the ball passing detector 54a, the first passing ball sensor 114 
Supplies a predetermined detection signal to the main control 
circuit 60. 

0116. Likewise, the second passing ball sensor 115 is 
provided to the ball passing detector 54b. When the gaming 
ball passes to the ball passing detector 54b, the second 
passing ball sensor 115 Supplies a predetermined detection 
signal to the main control circuit 60. 
0.117) The first start winning ball sensor 116 is provided 
to the first start hole 44a. When a winning of the gaming ball 
is made in the first start hole 44a, the first start winning ball 
sensor 116 Supplies a predetermined detection signal to the 
main control circuit 60. 

0118 Likewise, the second start winning ball sensor 117 
is provided to the second start hole 44b. When a winning of 
the gaming ball is made in the second start hole 44b, the 
second start winning ball sensor 117 Supplies a predeter 
mined detection signal to the main control circuit 60. 
0119) The first ordinary electromotive accessory solenoid 
118 is connected to the wing member 48a through a link 
member (not shown) and opens or closes the wing member 
48a depending on a driving signal Supplied from the main 
CPU 66. 

0.120. Likewise, the second ordinary electromotive acces 
sory solenoid 119 is connected to the wing member 48b 
through a link member (not shown) and opens or closes the 
wing member 48b depending on a driving signal Supplied 
from the main CPU 66. 

0121 The first big winning hole solenoid 120 is con 
nected to the first shutter 4.0a shown in FIG. 1 and drives the 
first shutter 40a depending on the driving signal Supplied 
from the main CPU 66 to open or close the first big winning 
hole 39a. 

0122) Likewise, the second big winning hole solenoid 
121 is connected to the second shutter 40b shown in FIG. 1 
and drives the second shutter 40b depending on the driving 
signal supplied from the main CPU 66 to open or close the 
second big winning hole 39b. 
0123 The first seesaw solenoid 122 of a tubular shape is 
connected to a seesaw mounted in the first shutter 40a and 
displaces the seesaw depending on a driving signal Supplied 
from the main CPU 66 to change an inclined degree of the 
seesaw. As the seesaw is inclined, the gaming ball can easily 
pass to the specific area or normal area. 
0.124 Likewise, the second seesaw solenoid 123 of a 
tubular shape is connected to a seesaw mounted in the 
second shutter 40b and displaces the seesaw depending on a 
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driving signal Supplied from the main CPU 66 to change an 
inclined degree of the seesaw. As the seesaw is inclined, the 
gaming ball can easily pass to the specific area or normal 
aca. 

0125 The backup clear switch 124 is mounted in the 
pachinko gaming machine 10 and has a function of clearing 
the backup data in accordance with an operation of a 
manager in a game arcade when the power is cut off. 
0126. In addition, the main control circuit 60 is connected 
with a payout(shooting control circuit 126. The payout 
(shooting control circuit 126 is connected with a payout 
device 128 for paying out the gaming ball, a shooting device 
130 for shooting the gaming ball and a card unit 150. 
Specifically, the payout(shooting control circuit 126 is pro 
vided with at least a CPU (not shown) for controlling the 
payout(shooting control circuit 126, a ROM (not shown) for 
memorizing a program enabling the CPU to execute a 
process and a RAM (not shown) which is a work area of the 
CPU. 

0127. The payout(shooting control circuit 126 receives a 
ball award control command Supplied from the main control 
circuit 60 and a ball-lending control signal supplied from the 
card unit 150 in accordance with an operation of a ball 
rending operating panel 125 and transmits a predetermined 
signal to the payout device 128 to pay out the gaming ball. 
In addition, the payout(shooting control circuit 126 Supplies 
a shooting signal to the shooting device 130 to shoot the 
gaming ball. In the mean time, the payout device 128 is 
adopted as an example of payout means for paying out a 
game medium when the shot game medium passes to a 
predetermined area. In addition, the payout(shooting control 
circuit 126 is adopted as an example of payout control means 
for controlling the payout of the payout means. 
0128. In addition, the shooting device 130 is provided 
with a device for shooting a gaming ball. Such as shooting 
motor, touch sensor and the like. When the player grasps the 
shooting handle 26 and rotates it in a clockwise direction, 
the power is Supplied to the shooting motor in accordance 
with the rotation angle, so that the gaming balls stored in the 
upper tray 20 are sequentially shot into a game area by the 
shooting motor. In the mean time, the shooting device 130 
is adopted as an example of shooting means for shooting a 
game medium in accordance with the operation of the 
player. In addition, the payout(shooting control circuit 126 is 
adopted as an example of shooting control means for con 
trolling the driving of the shooting means. 
0129. In addition, the command output port 72 is con 
nected to the sub-control circuit 200. The sub-control circuit 
200 controls the image display of the first and second liquid 
crystal display devices 32, 33, the sound outputted from the 
speaker 46 (46.a. 46b in FIG. 1) and the lamp 132 including 
the decoration lamp 36a, 36b. 
0130. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the com 
mand is supplied to the sub-control circuit 200 from the 
main control circuit 60. In other words, the command cannot 
be supplied to the main control circuit 60 from the sub 
control circuit 200. However, the invention is not limited 
thereto. For example, a signal may be supplied to the main 
control circuit 60 from the sub-control circuit 200. 

0131) The sub-control circuit 200 as the effect control 
means comprises a sub-CPU 206 as first changeable display 
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control means and second changeable display control 
means, a program ROM 208 as the memory means, a work 
RAM 210, a first image control circuit 250 for controlling a 
display of the first liquid crystal display device 32, a second 
image control circuit 252 for controlling a display of the 
second liquid crystal display device 33, a Sound control 
circuit 230 for controlling the sound outputted from the 
speaker 46 and a lamp control circuit 240 for controlling the 
lamp 132 including the reservation lamps 34a-34h and the 
decoration lamps 36a, 36b. The sub-control circuit 200 
carries out an effect relating to the game progress in accor 
dance with an instruction from the main control circuit 60. 

0132) The sub-CPU 206 is connected with the program 
ROM 208 and the work RAM 210. The Sub-CPU 206 has a 
function of carrying out the various processes in accordance 
with the program memorized in the program ROM 208. In 
particular, the Sub-CPU 206 controls the sub-control circuit 
200 in accordance with the various commands supplied from 
the main control circuit 60. The sub-CPU 206 serves as the 
various means which will be described later. 

0.133 The program ROM 208 memorizes a program for 
controlling a game effect of the pachinko gaming machine 
10 through the sub-CPU 206 and the various tables for 
determining the effects. The program will be specifically 
described later. 

0.134. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the program 
ROM 208 is adopted as the memory means for memorizing 
the program, the tables and the like. However, the invention 
is not limited thereto. For example, another mode may be 
adopted as long as it is a medium which can be read out by 
a computer having the control means. In addition, it may be 
recorded in a memory medium such as hard disk drive, 
CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, ROM cartridge and the like. Fur 
ther, the main ROM 68 may be adopted as the memory 
means. In addition, the programs may be downloaded and 
recorded to the work RAM 210 after the power is inputted, 
rather than being recorded in advance. In addition, each of 
the programs may be recorded to separate memory media. 
0.135) In addition, in this embodiment, the main control 
circuit 60 including the main CPU 66 and the main ROM 68 
and the sub-control circuit 200 including the sub-CPU 206 
and the program ROM 208 are separately provided. How 
ever, the invention is not limited thereto. For example, it 
may be provided only the main control circuit 60 including 
the main CPU 66 and the main ROM 68. In this case, the 
program memorized in the program ROM 208 may be 
memorized in the main ROM 68 and executed by the main 
CPU 66. It is needless to say that it may be provided only 
the sub-control circuit 200 including the sub-CPU 206 and 
the program ROM 208. In this case, the program memorized 
in the main ROM 68 may be memorized in the program 
ROM 208 and executed by the sub-CPU 206. 
0.136 The work RAM 210 has a function of memorizing 
various flags or variables as a temporary memory area. For 
example, the various variables Such as effect display selec 
tion random number counter for selecting an effect pattern 
and the like are located in the work RAM. 

0.137 In the mean time, in this embodiment, the work 
RAM 210 is adopted as the temporary memory area of the 
Sub-CPU 206. However, the invention is not limited thereto 
and any readable and writable memory medium may be 
provided. 
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0.138. The first image control circuit 250 as the first 
changeable display control means comprises an image data 
processor (not shown), an image data ROM (not shown) for 
memorizing the various image data, and the like. The first 
image control circuit 250 reads out the various image data 
Such as identification information image data representing 
the identification information, background image data, effect 
image data and ordinary symbol image data representing the 
ordinary symbol from the image data ROM and generates 
the image data to be displayed on the first liquid crystal 
display device 32 in accordance with the image display 
command supplied from the sub-CPU 206. The first image 
control circuit 250 converts the generated image data into an 
image signal and Supplies the image signal to the first liquid 
crystal display device 32 at a predetermined timing, thereby 
displaying an image on the first liquid crystal display device 
32. In addition, the second image control circuit 252 as the 
second variable display control means carries out the same 
processes with regard to the second liquid crystal display 
device 33. 

0.139. In addition, the sound control circuit 230 comprises 
a Sound source IC (not shown) for controlling the Sound and 
a sound data ROM (not shown) for memorizing the various 
sound data. The sound control circuit 230 selects one sound 
data from a plurality of Sound data memorized in the sound 
data ROM in accordance with a Sound generating command 
supplied from the sub-CPU 206. In addition, the sound 
control circuit 230 reads out the selected sound data from the 
sound data ROM, converts the sound data into a predeter 
mined Sound signal, amplifies the Sound signal and then 
generates the Sound from the speaker 46. 
0140. The lamp control circuit 240 comprises a drive 
circuit (not shown) for Supplying a lamp control signal and 
a decoration data ROM (not shown) in which a plurality of 
lamp decoration patterns are memorized. The lamp control 
circuit 240 controls the emission of the lamp 132, based on 
the command supplied from the Sub-CPU 206. 

0141) 
0142. It is described a display screen relating to a special 
symbol game which is carried out through the above struc 
ture, with reference to FIG. 4A to 4D. 

0143) 
0144. As shown in FIG. 4A, the plural rows of identifi 
cation information (a special symbol 92 of a special symbol 
game) are derivatively displayed on the display area 32a of 
the first liquid crystal display device 32. In addition, the 
plural rows of identification information (a special symbol 
93 of a special symbol game) are also derivatively displayed 
on the display area 33a of the second liquid crystal display 
device 33. In this case, when the first changeable display 
start condition is fulfilled, the changeable display of the first 
identification information is carried out, as shown in FIG. 
4B. In the mean time, when the second changeable display 
start condition, which is independent of the first variable 
display start condition, is not fulfilled, the changeable dis 
play of the second identification information is not carried 
out, as shown in FIG. 4B. In addition, in case that the 
variable display of the identification information is started, 
the identification information of the plural rows variably 
displayed is derivatively displayed in a predetermined order, 
the first stop row (for example, left row) and the second stop 
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row (for example, right row) are stopped as shown in FIG. 
4C and the first identification information stopped on these 
stop rows becomes a predetermined combination, the 
changeable display of the first identification information 
becomes a ready-to-win. In addition, on condition that the 
third stop row (for example, center row) is stopped and the 
first identification information of the plural rows deriva 
tively displayed becomes a specific display mode (for 
example, a mode in which three same symbols are 
arranged), as shown in FIG. 4D, the gaming state is shifted 
to a big win gaming state. Likewise, on condition that the 
second identification information becomes a predetermined 
combination, the gaming state is shifted to a big win gaming 
State. 

0145 Operations of the Gaming Machine 
0146 Hereinafter, it is described processes which are 
carried out in the pachinko gaming machine 10, with refer 
ence to FIGS. 5 to 7 and 9 to 13. In addition, it is also 
described a state shift of a special symbol control process 
(see FIG. 7) which is carried out in the pachinko gaming 
machine 10, with reference to FIG. 8. 

0147) 
0148 First, as shown in FIG. 5, the main CPU 66 carries 
out an initialization process Such as RAM access permis 
Sion, backup return process, initialization of a work area and 
the like (step S11). Although it will be specifically described 
with reference to FIG. 7, the main CPU 66 carries out a first 
special symbol control process relating to a progress of a 
special symbol game of the first liquid crystal display device 
32 and the first identification information to be displayed on 
the first liquid crystal display device 32 (step S15). Then, the 
main CPU 66 carries out a second special symbol control 
process relating to a progress of a special symbol game of 
the second liquid crystal display device 33 and the second 
identification information to be displayed on the second 
liquid crystal display device 33 (step S16), like the first 
special symbol control process. Then, the main CPU 66 
carries out a first ordinary symbol control process relating to 
the progress of an ordinary symbol game of the first liquid 
crystal display device 32 and an ordinary symbol to be 
displayed on the first liquid crystal display device 32 (step 
S17). In this process, the main CPU 66 carries out a win 
determination of the ordinary symbol game and the control 
for driving the wing member 48a into an opened/closed 
state, based on the first ordinary symbol control State flag. 
Like the first ordinary symbol control process, the main CPU 
66 carries out a second ordinary symbol control process 
relating to a progress of an ordinary symbol game of the 
second liquid crystal display device 33 and an ordinary 
symbol to be displayed on the second liquid crystal display 
device 33 (step S18). In this process, the main CPU 66 
carries out a win determination of the ordinary symbol game 
and the control for driving the wing member 48b into an 
opened/closed state, based on the second ordinary symbol 
control state flag. Like this, in the main process, after the 
initialization process in the step S11 is ended, the processes 
in the steps S15 to S18 are repetitively repeated. 

0149) 
0150. In addition, the main CPU 66 may interrupt the 
main process to carry out a system timer intervention 
process even during the main process. The main CPU 66 
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carries out a following system timer intervention process in 
accordance with a clock pulse generated from a reset clock 
pulse generating circuit 62 every predetermined period (for 
example, 2 ms). In the followings, it is described the system 
timer intervention process with reference to FIG. 6. 
0151. First, as shown in FIG. 6, the main CPU 66 carries 
out a random number updating process So as to increase each 
count value of the random number counter for determining 
a big win and the random number counter for determining a 
big win symbol by 1 (step S42). Although it will be 
specifically described with reference to FIG. 10, the main 
CPU 66 carries out an input detection process for detecting 
a winning or passing of the gaming ball to the start holes 
44a, 44b, the ball passing detectors 54a, 54b and the normal 
winning holes 56a-56d (step S43). In this process, the main 
CPU 66 memorizes the data in a predetermined area of the 
main RAM 70, which data representing that the gaming ball 
is paid out (awarded) on condition that a winning of the 
gaming ball is made in the various winning holes. Then, the 
main CPU 66 updates the various timers, such as waiting 
time timer for synchronizing the main control circuit 60 and 
the Sub-control circuit 200 and big winning hole-opening 
time timer for measuring an opening time period of the big 
winning holes 39a, 39b which are opened when there occurs 
a big win (step S44). Then, the main CPU 66 carries out an 
output process for Supplying a signal for carrying out a drive 
control based on the various variables to the solenoid and the 
motor (step S46). When this process is over, the main CPU 
66 proceeds to a step S47. 
0152. In the step S47, the main CPU 66 outputs a 
command. In this process, the main CPU 66 supplies the 
various commands to the sub-control circuit 200. These 
commands includes, for example a demo display command, 
a derivative symbol indicating command representing a type 
of the identification information (including the first and 
second identification information) which is derivatively dis 
played on the left, center and right rows, and a variable 
display indicating command representing a variable display 
pattern of the identification information (including the first 
and second identification information). When this process is 
over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S49. 
0153. In the process of the step S49, the main CPU 66 
carries out a payout process to transmit to the payout 
(shooting control circuit 126 a ball award control command 
for instructing the payout device 128 to award the ball. In 
addition, the main CPU 66 supplies to the payout (shooting 
control circuit 126 a ball award control command for paying 
out the predetermined number of award balls in accordance 
with the winning of the gaming ball in the various winning 
holes. When this process is over, the main CPU 66 ends this 
sub-routine, returns to the address before the intervention 
occurs and executes the main process. 
0154) 
0155 In the followings, it is described the sub-routine 
which is carried out in the step S15 of FIG. 5, with reference 
to FIG. 7. In the mean time, in FIG. 7, the values shown in 
the side of steps S72 to S80 represent the first special symbol 
control state flags corresponding to these steps. In accor 
dance with the value of the first special symbol control state 
flag, one step corresponding to the value is carried out and 
a special symbol game is progressed. In addition, the same 
process is carried out with regard to the second special 
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symbol control process which is carried out in the step S16 
of FIG. 5. Accordingly, the descriptions thereof are omitted. 
0156 First, the main CPU 66 loads the first special 
symbol control state flag (step S71), as shown in FIG. 7. In 
this process, the main CPU 66 reads out the first special 
symbol control state flag. When this process is over, the 
main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S72. 
O157. In the mean time, in steps S72 to S80, the main 
CPU 66 determines whether or not to carry out the various 
processes in the respective steps on the basis of the value of 
the first special symbol control state flag, as described below. 
The first special symbol control state flag represents a 
gaming state of the special symbol game of the first liquid 
crystal display device 32 and enables one of the processes in 
the steps S72 to S80 to be carried out. In addition to this, the 
main CPU 66 carries out the processes in the respective steps 
at a predetermined timing which is determined in accor 
dance with the waiting time timer set with regard to the 
respective steps. In the mean time, the main CPU 66 ends the 
process without carrying out the respective steps before the 
predetermined timing is reached and executes the other 
sub-routine. Of course, the main CPU 66 also carries out the 
system timer intervention process in a predetermined period. 
0158. In the step S72, the main CPU 66 carries out a first 
special symbol memory checking process. Although the 
detailed descriptions will be provided below with reference 
to FIG. 9, the main CPU 66 checks the first start memory 
number when the first special symbol control state flag is a 
value (00) representing a special symbol memory check. 
When there is the first start memory-number, the main CPU 
66 carries out the big win determination, and determines the 
derivative identification information, the variable pattern of 
the identification information and the like. In addition, the 
main CPU 66 sets a value (O1) representing a special symbol 
variable time management to the first special symbol control 
state flag and sets the variable time corresponding to the 
variable pattern determined in this process to the waiting 
time timer. In other words, the main CPU 66 carries out the 
setting so that the process of the step S73 is carried out after 
the variable time corresponding to the variable pattern 
determined in this process elapses. In the mean time, when 
there is no the first start memory-number, a demo screen is 
displayed. When this process is over, the main CPU 66 
proceeds to a step S73. 

0159. In the step S73, the main CPU 66 carries out a first 
special symbol variable time managing process. In this 
process, in case that the first special symbol control state flag 
is the value (O1) representing a special symbol variable time 
management and the variable time elapses, the main CPU 66 
sets a value (02) representing a special symbol display time 
management to the first special symbol control state flag and 
sets the waiting time after a decision (for example, 1 second) 
to the waiting time timer. In other words, the main CPU 66 
carries out the setting so that the process of the step S74 is 
carried out after the waiting time after a decision elapses. 
When this process is over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a 
step S74. 

0160. In the step S74, the main CPU 66 carries out a first 
special symbol display time managing process. In this 
process, in case that the first special symbol control state flag 
is the value (02) representing a special symbol display time 
management and the waiting time after a decision elapses, 
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the main CPU 66 determines whether or not it is a big win. 
In case of the big win, the main CPU 66 sets a value (03) 
representing a big win start interval management to the first 
special symbol control state flag and sets a time period (for 
example, 10 seconds) corresponding to a big win start 
interval to the waiting time timer. In other words, the main 
CPU 66 carries out the setting so that the process of the step 
S75 is carried out after the time period corresponding to the 
big win start interval elapses. In the mean time, in case that 
it is not a big win, the main CPU 66 sets a value (08) 
representing a special symbol game ending. In other words, 
the main CPU 66 carries out the setting so that a process of 
a step S80 is carried out. When this process is over, the main 
CPU 66 proceeds to a step S75. 
0161 In the step S75, the main CPU 66 carries out a first 
big win start interval managing process. In this process, in 
case that the first special symbol control state flag is a value 
(O3) representing the big win start interval management and 
a time period corresponding to the big win start interval 
elapses, the main CPU 66 updates a variable located in the 
main RAM 70, based on the data read out from the main 
ROM 68 so as to open the big winning hole 39a. The main 
CPU 66 sets a value (04), which represents that the big 
winning hole is under opened State, to the first special 
symbol control state flag and at the same time sets the upper 
limit (for example, 30 seconds) of the opening time period 
to the big winning hole-opening time timer. In other words, 
the main CPU 66 carries out the setting so that a process of 
a step S77 is carried out. When this process is over, the main 
CPU 66 proceeds to a step S76. 
0162. In the step S76, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
waiting time managing process before the first big winning 
hole is re-opened. In this process, in case that the first special 
symbol control state flag is a value (06) representing a big 
winning hole-re-opening waiting time management and a 
time period corresponding to an interval between the rounds 
elapses, the main CPU 66 memory-updates the counter for 
counting the number of cases where a big winning hole is 
opened so that it is increased by 1. The main CPU 66 sets 
the value (04), which represents that the big winning hole is 
under opened State, to the first special symbol control state 
flag. The main CPU 66 sets the upper limit (for example, 30 
seconds) of the opening time to the big winning hole 
opening time timer. In other words, the main CPU 66 carries 
out the setting so that a process of a step S77 is carried out. 
When this process is over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a 
step S77. 

0163. In the step S77, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
process under state that the first big winning hole is opened. 
In this process, in case that the first special symbol control 
state flag is the value (04) representing that the big winning 
hole is under opened state, the main CPU 66 determines 
whether it is satisfied a condition that the big winning 
hole-winning counter should be 10 or more or a condition 
that the upper limit of the opening time elapses (i.e., the big 
winning hole-opening time timer is 0. When one of the 
conditions is fulfilled, the main CPU 66 updates the variable 
located in the main RAM 70 so as to close the big winning 
hole 39a. The main CPU 66 sets a value (05), which 
represents a remaining ball Supervisory in a big winning 
hole, to the first special symbol control state flag. The main 
CPU 66 sets a time period for supervising a remaining ball 
in a big winning hole (for example, 1 second) to the waiting 
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time timer. In other words, the main CPU 66 carries out the 
setting so that a process of a step S78 is carried out after a 
time period for Supervising a remaining ball in a big winning 
hole elapses. In the mean time, when any of the conditions 
is not fulfilled, the main CPU 66 does not carry out the above 
process. When this process is over, the main CPU 66 
proceeds to a step S78. 

0164. In the step S78, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
remaining ball Supervisory process in the first big winning 
hole. In this process, in case that the first special symbol 
control stat flag is the value (05) representing a remaining 
hole Supervisory in a big winning hole and the time period 
for Supervising a remaining hole in a big winning hole 
elapses, the main CPU 66 determines whether it is satisfied 
a condition that a gaming ball has not passed to the specific 
area of the big winning hole 39a or a condition that the 
counter for counting the number of cases where a big 
winning hole is opened is 15 or more (i.e., final round). 
When one of the conditions is fulfilled, the main CPU 66 sets 
a value (07), which represents a big win end interval, to the 
first special symbol control state flag and sets a time period 
corresponding to the big win end interval to the waiting time 
timer. In other words, the main CPU 66 carries out the 
setting so that a process of a step S79 is carried out after the 
time period corresponding to the big win end interval 
elapses. In the mean time, when any of the conditions is not 
fulfilled, the main CPU 66 sets the value (06) representing 
a big winning hole-re-opening waiting time management to 
the first special symbol control state flag. In addition, the 
main CPU 66 sets a time period corresponding to the interval 
between the rounds to the waiting time timer. In other words, 
the main CPU 66 carries out the setting so that the process 
of the step S76 is carried out after the time period corre 
sponding to the interval between the rounds elapses. When 
this process is over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S79. 

0.165. In the step S79, the main CPU 66 carries out a big 
win end interval process. In this process, in case that the first 
special symbol control state flag is the value (07) represent 
ing a big win end interval and the time period corresponding 
to the big win end interval elapses, the main CPU 66 sets a 
value (08), which represents a special symbol game ending, 
to the first special symbol control state flag. In other words, 
the main CPU 66 carries out the setting so that a process of 
a step S80 is carried out. When this process is over, the main 
CPU 66 proceeds to a step S80. 

0166 In the step S80, the main CPU 66 carries out a first 
special symbol game ending process. In this process, in case 
that the first special symbol control state flag is a value (08) 
representing a special symbol game ending, the main CPU 
66 memory-updates the data representing the first start 
memory-number so that it is decreased by 1. 
0.167 In addition, the main CPU 66 memorizes the data 
representing a first start memory-number display command 
in a predetermined area of the main RAM 70. The first start 
memory-number display command is a command to instruct 
the lighting-up or lights-out display of the reservation lamps 
34a-34h. Specifically, the lighting-up or lights-out display of 
the reservation lamps 34a-34h is controlled by the first start 
memory-number display command. In the mean time, in the 
second special symbol control process which is carried out 
in the step S16 of FIG. 5, the data representing a second start 
memory-number display command which corresponds to 
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the first start memory-number display command is memo 
rized in a predetermined area of the main RAM 70. The 
second start memory-number display command is a com 
mand to instruct the lighting-up or lights-out display of the 
reservation lamps 34a-34h. Specifically, the lighting-up or 
lights-out display of the reservation lamps 34a-34h is 
controlled by the second start memory-number display com 
mand. 

0168 The data representing the first start memory-num 
ber display command memorized in the predetermined area 
of the main RAM 70 is supplied to the sub-CPU 206 of the 
sub-control circuit 200 from the main CPU 66 of the main 
control circuit 60, as the first start memory-number display 
command. The sub-CPU 206 of the sub-control circuit 200 
having received the command from the main control circuit 
60 controls the lighting-up or lights-out display of the 
reservation lamps 34a-34h. 

0169. The main CPU 66 shifts (memorizes) the respec 
tive data of the special symbol memory area (1) to the 
special symbol memory area (4) to the first special symbol 
memory area (0) to the first special symbol memory area (3) 
and sets the clear data to the first special symbol memory 
area (4). Thereby, the main CPU 66 updates the data of the 
first special symbol memory area, i.e., updates the first start 
memory-number. 

0170 In addition, the main CPU 66 sets the value (00) 
representing the special symbol memory check to the first 
special symbol control state flag. In other words, the main 
CPU 66 carries out the setting so that the process of the step 
S72 is carried out. When this process is over, the main CPU 
66 ends this sub-routine. 

0171 As described above, the first special symbol control 
state flag is set, so that the special symbol game of the first 
liquid crystal display device 32 is carried out. Specifically, 
as shown in FIG. 8, in case that it is not the big win gaming 
state, when a result of the big win determination is the 
losing, the main CPU 66 sets the first special symbol control 
state flag in order of 00, 01 02 and 08, thereby 
carrying out the processes of the steps S72, S73, S74 and 
S80 shown in FIG. 7 at a predetermined timing. In addition, 
in case that it is not the big win gaming state, when a result 
of the big win determination is the big win, the main CPU 
66 sets the first special symbol control state flag in order of 
00, 01.02 and 03, thereby carrying out the processes 
of the steps S72, S73, S74 and S75 shown in FIG. 7 at a 
predetermined timing and the control of the big win gaming 
state. In addition, when the control of the big win gaming 
state is carried out, the main CPU 66 sets the first symbol 
control state flag in order of 04.05 and 06, thereby 
carrying out the processes of the steps S77, S78 and S76 
shown in FIG. 7 at a predetermined timing and a specific 
game. In the mean time, in case that the specific game is 
being carried out, when the ending condition of the big win 
gaming state (specific game ending condition) is fulfilled, 
the main CPU 66 sets the first symbol control state flag in 
order of 04.05.07 and 08, thereby carrying out the 
processes of the steps S77 to S80 shown in FIG. 7 at a 
predetermined timing and ending the big win gaming state. 
Meanwhile, with regard to the specific game ending condi 
tion, the big win gaming state is ended, on condition that the 
gaming ball has not passed to the specific area until the 
predetermined time period has elapsed (so-called no-pas 
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sage) or the big win round of the maximum continuation 
number (15 rounds in this embodiment) is ended. In the 
mean time, when the first specific symbol control State flag 
and the second specific symbol control state flag are 01, it 
is displayed the state that the changeable display of the 
identification information is carried out. In addition, when 
the first specific symbol control state flag and the second 
specific symbol control state flag are one of 03 or 07, it 
is displayed the state that it is shifted to the big win gaming 
State. 

0172 
0.173) In the followings, it is described the sub-routine 
which is carried out in the step S72 of FIG. 7, with reference 
to FIG. 9. In the mean time, the second special symbol 
memory checking process which is a Sub-routine of the 
second special symbol control process shown in FIG. 6 is 
carried out in the same manner as the first special symbol 
memory checking process. Accordingly, its descriptions are 
omitted. 

0.174 First, as shown in FIG. 9, the main CPU 66 
determines whether the first special symbol control state flag 
is the value (00) representing the special symbol memory 
check (step S101). When it is determined that the first 
special symbol control state flag is the value representing the 
special symbol memory check, the main CPU 66 proceeds 
to a step S102, otherwise ends this sub-routine. In the step 
S102, the main CPU 66 determines whether the first start 
memory-number is 01 or not. When it is determined that 
the data representing the first start memory-number is 0. 
the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S103, otherwise 
proceeds to a step S104. 
0.175. In the step S103, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
demo display process. In this process, the main CPU 66 
memorizes a variable for Supplying a demo display com 
mand to the sub-control circuit 200 in the main RAM 70. 
Thereby, it is carried out the display of the demo screen in 
the first liquid crystal display device 32. When this process 
is over, the main CPU 66 ends this sub-routine. 
0176). In the step S104, the main CPU 66 sets the value 
(O1) representing the special symbol variable time manage 
ment as the first special symbol control state flag. In this 
process, the main CPU 66 memorizes the value representing 
the special symbol variable time management in the first 
special symbol control state flag. When this process is over, 
the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S105. 
0177. In the step S105, the main CPU 66 carries out a big 
win determining process. In this process, the main CPU 66 
refers to a random number value for determining a big win 
sampled in a start winning, and the big win determining 
table memorized in the predetermined area of the main 
ROM 68. In other words, the main CPU 66 determines 
whether or not to shift the gaming state to the big win 
gaming state depending on the result of the changeable 
display of the first identification information, on condition 
that the gaming ball has passed to the first start hole 44a (first 
start area) provided to the game area. When this process is 
over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S106. 
0178. In the step S106, the main CPU 66 determines 
whether it is a big win or not. In this process, the main CPU 
66 determines whether it is a big win or not, based on the 
reference result in the step S105. When it is determined that 
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it is a big win, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S107. 
otherwise proceeds to a step S108. 

0179. In the step S107, the main CPU 66 carries out a big 
win symbol determining process. In this process, the main 
CPU 66 samples a random number value for a big win 
symbol sampled in a start winning, determines the first 
identification information corresponding to the left, center 
and right rows, based on the determined random number 
value for a big win symbol and memorizes the data repre 
senting the first identification information in a predeter 
mined area of the main RAM 70. The memorized data 
representing the first identification information correspond 
ing to the left, center and right rows is Supplied to the 
Sub-CPU 206 of the Sub-control circuit 200 from the main 
CPU 66 of the main control circuit 60 as a derivative symbol 
indicating command through the process of the step S47 in 
FIG. 6. When this process is over, the main CPU 66 proceeds 
to a step S109. 

0180. In the step S108, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
losing symbol determining process. In this process, the main 
CPU 66 samples a random number value for determining a 
losing symbol from the random number counter for deter 
mining a losing symbol, determines the first identification 
information corresponding to the left, center and right rows, 
based on the determined random number value for a losing 
symbol and memorizes the data representing the first iden 
tification information in a predetermined area of the main 
RAM 70. The memorized data representing the first identi 
fication information corresponding to the left, center and 
right rows is supplied to the Sub-CPU 206 of the sub-control 
circuit 200 from the main CPU 66 of the main control circuit 
60 as a derivative symbol indicating command through the 
process of the step S47 in FIG. 6. Through this process, it is 
determined a result of the changeable display of the first 
identification information. When this process is over, the 
main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S109. 

0181. In the step S109, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
variable pattern determining process. In this process, the 
main CPU 66 samples a random number value for selecting 
an effect condition. The main CPU 66 selects a variable 
pattern distributing table for determining a variable pattern, 
based on the first identification information of the left, center 
and right rows, which is determined in the steps S107 and 
S108. Then, the main CPU 66 determines a variable pattern, 
based on the random number value for selecting an effect 
condition sampled from the random number counter for 
selecting an effect condition and the selected variable pattern 
distributing table, and memorizes the determined variable 
pattern in a predetermined area of the main RAM 70. The 
memorized data representing the variable pattern is Supplied 
to the Sub-CPU 206 of the Sub-control circuit 200 from the 
main CPU 66 of the main control circuit 60 as a variable 
pattern indicating command through the process of the step 
S47 in FIG. 6. The Sub-CPU 206 of the Sub-control circuit 
200 carries out an effect display in accordance with the 
received variable pattern indicating command. When this 
process is over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S110. 

0182. In the step S110, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
process of setting a variable time period corresponding to 
the determined variable pattern to the waiting time timer. In 
this process, the main CPU 66 determines a variable effect 
time period, based on the variable pattern determined 
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through the process of the step S109 and a variable effect 
time table representing a variable effect time period of the 
determined variable pattern, and memorizes a value repre 
senting the determined variable effect time period in the 
waiting time timer. When this process is over, the main CPU 
66 clears the memory area used in this variable display (step 
S111). When this process is over, the main CPU 66 ends the 
Sub-routine. 

0183) 
0.184 In the followings, it is described a sub-routine 
which is carried out in the step S43 of FIG. 6, with reference 
to FIG 10. 

0185. First, as shown in FIG. 10, the main CPU 66 carries 
out a ball award related switch checking process (step S231). 
In this process, the main CPU 66 detects whether or not it 
is Supplied a predetermined detection signal from the ball 
award related switches, i.e., the first V(count sensor 102, the 
second V(count sensor 103, the first count sensor 104, the 
second count sensor 105, the normal winning ball sensors 
106, 108, 110, 112, the first start winning ball sensor 116 and 
the second start winning ball sensor 117. The main CPU 66 
having carried out the process of detecting the signal deter 
mines the number of award balls in accordance with the 
sensor which has Supplied the signal and memorizes it in the 
main RAM 70. When this process is over, the main CPU 66 
proceeds to a step S232. 

0186. In the step S232, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
special symbol related Switch input process. Although it will 
be specifically described with reference to FIG. 11, the main 
CPU 66 detects whether or not it is supplied a predetermined 
detection signal from the first V(count sensor 102, the 
second V(count sensor 103, the first count sensor 104, the 
second count sensor 105, the normal winning ball sensors 
106, 108, 110, 112, the first start winning ball sensor 116 and 
the second start winning ball sensor 117 which are related to 
the identification information as the special symbol. The 
main CPU 66 having carried out the process of detecting the 
signal carries out processes which will be described later. 
When this process is over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a 
step S233. 

0187. In the step S233, the main CPU 66 carries out an 
ordinary symbol related Switch input process. In this pro 
cess, the first passing ball sensor 114 and the second passing 
ball sensor 115 supply predetermined detection signals to the 
main CPU 66. The main CPU 66 having received the signals 
carries out a process Such as ordinary symbol start memory. 
When this process is over, the main CPU 66 ends this 
Sub-routine. 

0188) 
0189 In the followings, it is described a sub-routine 
which is carried out in the step S232 of FIG. 10, with 
reference to FIG. 11. 

0190. First, as shown in FIG. 11, the main CPU 66 
determines whether or not there is a count switch input (step 
S261). In this process, when it is determined that there is a 
count Switch input in accordance with predetermined signals 
supplied from the first V(count sensor 102, the second 
V(count sensor 103, the first count sensor 104 and the 
second count sensor 105, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
process on count Switch detection which memory-updates 
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the big winning hole winning counter so that it is increased 
by 1 (step S262). In the mean time, when it is not 
determined that there is a count switch input, the main CPU 
66 proceeds to a step S263. 

0191). In the step S263, the main CPU 66 determines 
whether there is a V(count switch input. When it is deter 
mined that there is a V(count Switch input in accordance 
with the predetermined signals supplied from the first 
V(count sensor 102 and the second V(count sensor 103, the 
main CPU 66 carries out a process on V(count switch 
detection which establishes a flag, which represents a spe 
cific area passing and memory-updates the big winning hole 
winning counter so that it is increased by 1 (step S264). In 
the mean time, when it is not determined that there is a 
V(count switch input, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a step 
S265. 

0192) In the step S265, the main CPU 66 determines 
whether there is a first start hole switch input. In this process, 
the main CPU 66 receives a predetermined signal from the 
first start winning ball sensor 116 to determine whether there 
is a start hole switch input. When it is determined that there 
is a start hole switch input, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a 
step S266, otherwise ends this sub-routine. 

0193 In the step S266, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
process on first start hole detection. Although it will be 
specifically described with reference to FIG. 12, the main 
CPU 66 reads out the data representing the first start 
memory-number and determines whether or not the data 
representing the first start memory-number is Smaller than 
4. When it is determined that the data representing the first 
start memory-number is smaller than 4, the main CPU 66 
samples a random number value for determining a big win 
from the random number counter for determining a big win 
and a random number for a big win symbol from the random 
number counter for determining a big win symbol. Then, the 
main CPU 66 memorizes the random number value for 
determining a big win and the random number for a big win 
symbol sampled in a predetermined area of the main RAM 
70. In the mean time, the memorized data representing the 
random number value for determining a big win and the 
random number for a big win symbol is read out by the main 
CPU 66 in the processes of the steps S105 and S107 in FIG. 
9 to determine whether it is a big win or not. In addition, the 
data representing the random number value for determining 
a big win and the random number for a big win symbol may 
be supplied to the sub-CPU 206 of the sub-control circuit 
200 from the main CPU 66 of the main control circuit 60 to 
determine whether it is a big win by the Sub-CPU 206 of the 
sub-control circuit 200. In addition, the main CPU 66 
memorizes the first start memory-number display command, 
which instructs the lighting-up or lights-out display of the 
reservation lamps 34a-34h, in a predetermined area of the 
main RAM 70. When this process is over, the main CPU 66 
proceeds to a step S267. 

0194 In the step S267, the main CPU 66 determines 
whether or not there is a second start hole switch input. In 
this process, the main CPU 66 receives a predetermined 
signal from the second start winning ball sensor 117 to 
determine whether there is the start hole switch input. When 
it is determined that there is the start hole switch input, the 
main CPU 66 proceeds to a step S268, otherwise ends this 
Sub-routine. 
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0.195. In the step S268, the main CPU 66 carries out a 
process on second start hole detection. When this process is 
over, the main CPU 66 ends this sub-routine. In this process, 
the main CPU 66 reads out the data representing the second 
start memory-number and determines whether the data rep 
resenting the second start memory-number is Smaller than 
4 or not. Since the subsequent processes are same as those 
in the process on first start hole detection of the step S266, 
its descriptions are omitted. 
0196) 
0197). In the followings, it is described a sub-routine 
which is carried out in the step S266 of FIG. 11, with 
reference to FIG. 12. In the mean time, since the same 
process is carried out for the process on second start hole 
detection which is carried out in the step S268 of FIG. 12, 
similarly to the process on first start hole detection, it is 
omitted the descriptions of the process on second start hole 
detection. 

0198 First, as shown in FIG. 12, the main CPU 66 
determines whether the first start memory-number is equal 
to or greater than a predetermined number (for example, 4) 
(step S271). In this process, the main CPU 66 reads out the 
first start memory-number (so-called data representing the 
first start memory-number) from the first start memory 
number counter. Then, the main CPU 66 determines whether 
the first start memory-number read out is 4 or more. When 
it is determined that the first start memory-number read out 
is 4 or more, the main CPU 66 ends this sub-routine. In 
other words, when the first start memory-number read out 
reaches 4 (upper limit), the first start memory information 
is not memorized even though a winning of the gaming ball 
is made in the start hole 44a. 

0199. In the mean time, when it is determined that the 
first start memory-number read out is smaller than 4, the 
main CPU 66 increases the first start memory-number 
counter by 1 (step S272) and proceeds to a step S273. The 
main CPU 66 carrying out this process performs a control of 
increasing the first start memory-number by 1 only, 
because the first start memory information is set through a 
process of a step S274. 
0200. In the step S273, the main CPU 66 samples a 
random number value for determining a big win from the 
random number counter for determining a big win and a 
random number value for a big win symbol from the random 
number counter for determining a big win symbol. Then, the 
main CPU 66 memorizes the random number value for 
determining a big win and the random number value for a 
big win symbol sampled in the predetermined areas of the 
main RAM 70, as the start memory. The main CPU 66 reads 
out the data representing the random number value for 
determining a big win and the random number value for a 
big win symbol through the processes of the steps S105 and 
S107 in FIG.9, thereby determining whether or not it is a big 
win. In other words, in case that a winning of the gaming ball 
is made in the start hole 44a but it is fulfilled the first 
predetermined changeable display reservation condition 
incapable of carrying out a changeable display of the first 
identification information relating to the winning of the 
gaming ball with regard to the start hole 44a, the main CPU 
66 carrying out the step S273 memorizes the first start 
memory information, with a predetermined number being 
set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a result of the 
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changeable display of the first identification information 
until it is fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display 
start condition capable of carrying out the changeable dis 
play of the first identification information. In the mean time, 
the main CPU 66 carrying out the step S273 in this embodi 
ment is an example of the first start memory means. In 
addition, the main CPU 66 carrying out the process of the 
step S273 in the process on start hole detection of the step 
S268 is an example of the second start memory means. 
When this process is over, the main CPU 66 proceeds to a 
step S274. 
0201 In the step S274, the main CPU 66 memorizes the 
data representing the first start memory-number display 
command including the first start memory information in a 
predetermined area of the main RAM 70. Herein, the data 
representing the first start memory-number display com 
mand includes the data increasing the first start memory 
number by 1 and the data instructing the lighting-up or 
lights-out display of the reservation lamps 34a-34h. The 
memorized data representing the first start memory-number 
display command is supplied to the sub-CPU 206 of the 
sub-control circuit 200 from the main CPU 66 of the main 
control circuit 60 as the first start memory-number display 
command through the process of the step S47 in FIG. 6. 
Thereby, the sub-control circuit 200 also can perceive that 
the first start memory information is increased by 1. In 
addition, the sub-control circuit 200 also can refer to the first 
start memory information. In addition, the sub-CPU 206 of 
the sub-control circuit 200 controls the lamps in accordance 
with the first start memory-number display command 
received. When this process is over, the main CPU 66 ends 
this sub-routine. 

0202) In the mean time, in the same manner of the first 
start hole detection process, the main CPU 66 memorizes the 
data representing the second start memory-number display 
command including the second start memory information in 
a predetermined area of the main RAM 70 in a process 
corresponding to the step S274, with regard to the second 
start hole detection process of the step S268 in FIG. 12. 
Herein, the data representing the second start memory 
number display command includes the data increasing the 
second start memory-number by 1 and the data instructing 
the lighting-up or lights-out display of the reservation lamps 
34a-34h. The memorized data representing the second start 
memory-number display command is supplied to the Sub 
CPU 206 of the Sub-control circuit 200 from the main CPU 
66 of the main control circuit 60 as the second start memory 
number display command through the process of the step 
S47 in FIG. 6. Thereby, the sub-control circuit 200 also can 
perceive that the second start memory information is 
increased by 1. In addition, the sub-control circuit 200 also 
can refer to the second start memory information. In addi 
tion, the sub-CPU 206 of the sub-control circuit 200 controls 
the lamps in accordance with the second start memory 
number display command received. 
0203 Operation of the Sub-Control Circuit 
0204. In the mean time, the sub-control circuit 200 
receives the various commands transmitted from the main 
control circuit 60 and carries out a command receiving 
process as shown in FIG. 13. 
0205 Command Receiving Process 
0206 First, as shown in FIG. 13, the sub-CPU 206 
determines whether a variable pattern indicating command 
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is received (step S301). In this process, when it is deter 
mined that the variable pattern indicating command is 
received from the main control circuit 60, the Sub-CPU 206 
determines a variable pattern relating to the received com 
mand and sets the data representing the determined variable 
pattern in a predetermined area of the work RAM 210 (step 
S302). 
0207. In the mean time, the sub-CPU 206 supplies the 
data representing the variable pattern to the image control 
circuits 250, 252 corresponding to the variable pattern 
indicating command, at a predetermined timing. In other 
words, when the sub-CPU 206 receives the variable pattern 
indicating command transmitted on condition that a winning 
of the gaming ball is made in the first start hole 44a, the 
Sub-CPU 206 supplies the data representing the variable 
pattern to the first image control circuit 250. In the mean 
time, when the sub-CPU 206 receives the variable pattern 
indicating command transmitted on condition that a winning 
of the gaming ball is made in the second start hole 44b, the 
Sub-CPU 206 supplies the data representing the variable 
pattern to the second image control circuit 252. 
0208. Then, based on the data representing the variable 
pattern, which is respectively supplied from the Sub-CPU 
206, the image control circuits 250, 252 read out the various 
image data from the image data ROM, and overlap the read 
out data each other, thereby controlling the variable display 
of the second identification information. When this process 
is over, the Sub-CPU 206 ends this sub-routine. In the mean 
time, when it is determined that a command except the 
variable pattern indicating command is received, the Sub 
CPU 206 proceeds to a step S303. 
0209 When it is not determined that the variable pattern 
indicating command is received in the step S301, the sub 
CPU 206 determines whether or not a derivative symbol 
indicating command is received (step S303). In this process, 
when it is determined that the derivative symbol indicating 
command is received, the sub-CPU 206 determines a stop 
symbol relating to the received command and sets the data 
representing the determined stop symbol in a predetermined 
area of the work RAM 210 (step S304). In the mean time, 
when it is not determined that the derivative symbol indi 
cating command is received, the sub-CPU 206 proceeds to 
a step S305. 

0210. When it is not determined that the derivative sym 
bol indicating command is received in the step S303, the 
Sub-CPU 206 determines whether or not a symbol deciding 
command is received (step S305). In this process, when it is 
determined that the symbol deciding command is received, 
the Sub-CPU 206 carries out a stop symbol deciding process 
(step S306). In the mean time, when it is not determined that 
the symbol deciding command is received, the Sub-CPU 206 
proceeds to a step S307. 

0211. In the step S307, the sub-CPU 206 determines 
whether or not it is received the first or second start 
memory-number display command. In this process, when it 
is determined that the first start memory-number display 
command is received from the main control circuit 60, the 
Sub-CPU 206 sets the first start memory information corre 
sponding to the first start memory-number display com 
mand, or when it is determined that the second start 
memory-number display command is received from the 
main control circuit 60, the sub-CPU 206 sets the second 
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start memory information corresponding to the second start 
memory-number display command (step S308). In other 
words, when it is determined that the first or second start 
memory-number display command is received from the 
main control circuit 60, the sub-CPU 206 updates the data 
representing the first or second start memory information 
located in the predetermined area of the work RAM 210. 

0212. The sub-CPU 206 records a sum total of the first 
and second start memory information in a predetermined 
area of the work RAM 210 in accordance with the first or 
second start memory-number display command. In other 
words, the sub-CPU 206 carrying out the step S308 counts 
a sum total of the number of the first start memory infor 
mation and the number of the second start memory infor 
mation, based on the first start memory information memo 
rized in the work RAM 210 and the second start memory 
information memorized in the work RAM 210. In the mean 
time, in this embodiment, the sub-CPU 206 carrying out the 
step S308 is an example of means for counting a sum total 
of the start memory information. 

0213. In addition, the sub-CPU 206 controls the lighting 
up and lights-out of the reservation lamps 34a-34h, based 
on the sum total of the number of the first start memory 
information and the number of the second start memory 
information recorded in the work RAM 210. Specifically, 
when the counted sum total of the first start memory-number 
and the second start memory-number is 7, the reservation 
lamps 34a-34g are turned on. In other words, the sub-CPU 
206 displays the sum total of the first and second start 
memory information in a predetermined display mode. In 
the mean time, in this embodiment, the Sub-CPU 206 
carrying out the step S308 is an example of means for 
displaying the Sum total of the start memory information. 

0214) Like this, the sum total of the first and second start 
memory information is displayed in the predetermined dis 
play mode. As a result, even though any one of the first and 
second start memory means records the start memory infor 
mation up to the predetermined number of upper limit 
thereof, the player cannot distinguish which of the first and 
second start memory means is the start memory means 
having recorded the start memory information until the 
predetermined number of upper limit is reached. As a result, 
the player continues to play the game without a use stop, so 
that it is possible to prevent the rate of operation of the 
gaming machine from being decreased. 

0215. In the mean time, when it is determined that the 
start memory-number display command is not received from 
the main control circuit 60, the Sub-CPU 206 carries out the 
control corresponding to the other received command (step 
S309). The other received command includes, for example 
a gaming state indicating command. The process corre 
sponding to the other received command include, for 
example a process in which the sub-CPU 206 sets the data 
representing the gaming state in the work RAM 210, based 
on the gaming state indicating command, when it receives 
the gaming state indicating command. When this process is 
over, the sub-CPU 206 ends this sub-routine. 

0216) Modified Embodiment of the First Embodiment 
0217. In the mean time, in the first embodiment, the start 
memory-number display device 1 (see FIGS. 1 and 2) 
displays the Sum total (sum total of the first and second start 
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memory information) of the number of executions of the 
changeable display of the first identification information 
reserved and the number of executions of the changeable 
display of the second identification information reserved, 
through the light emitters of the plural LED lamps. How 
ever, the sum total of the first and second start memory 
information may be displayed by another mode, for 
example, a liquid crystal display device consisting of a 
liquid crystal monitor, a Braun tube including a CRT (Cath 
ode Ray Tube), a dot LED, a segment LED, an EL (Elec 
tronic Luminescent), plasma, and the like. In addition, the 
sum total of the number of executions of the changeable 
display of the first identification information reserved and 
the number of executions of the changeable display of the 
second identification information reserved may be displayed 
through a variation of the number (for example, a variation 
of the number displayed in a dot LED or segment LED), a 
variation of color (for example, a variation of a display color 
in a liquid crystal monitor or CRT from white to black) and 
a display mode of a liquid crystal monitor (for example, a 
display mode exhibited by appearance or disappearance of a 
character displayed in a liquid crystal monitor). In other 
words, it is enough that the start memory-number display 
device 1 carries out the display so that the display modes for 
displaying the first and second start memory information are 
same, on condition that the Sum totals of the first and second 
start memory information are same, irrespective of a com 
bination of the number of the first start memory information 
and the number of the second start memory information. 
0218. In addition, in the first embodiment, each of the 
reservation lamps 34a-34h of the start memory-number 
display device 1 consists of one LED lamp. However, the 
invention is not limited thereto. For example, each of the 
reservation lamps 34a-34h of the start memory-number 
display device 1 may consist of plural LED lamps. 
0219. In addition, in the first embodiment, there is pro 
vided the one start memory-number display device 1 con 
sisting of the reservation lamps 34a-34h. However, the 
invention is not limited thereto. For example, it may be such 
structured that each of the reservation lamps 34a-34h serves 
as the start memory-number display device. In other words, 
the predetermined display objects may be displayed in the 
same number as the sum total of the number of the first start 
memory information and the number of the second start 
memory information. Herein, it is enough for the predeter 
mined display object to display that the one first or second 
start memory information is recorded in the start recording 
means (for example, main RAM 70) (see FIG. 3). For 
example, a liquid crystal display device consisting of a 
liquid crystal monitor, a Braun tube including a CRT (Cath 
ode Ray Tube), a dot LED, a segment LED, an EL (Elec 
tronic Luminescent), plasma, and the like may be used. In 
addition, the same number display is meant by displaying 
the predetermined display objects same as the Sum total of 
the number of the first start memory information and the 
number of the second start memory information. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 14, the LED lamps 35a-35h (in 
FIG. 14, reference numerals except the LED lamps 35a-35h 
are omitted) are arranged at an interval and each of the LED 
lamps may serve as the start memory-number display 
device. 

0220. In addition, in the first embodiment, there is pro 
vided only the one start memory-number display device 1 
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consisting of the reservation lamps 34a-34h which are 
concentrated in one area. However, the invention is not 
limited thereto. In other words, there may be provided a 
plurality of start memory-number display devices. For 
example, it may be such structured that two dot LEDs 
capable of displaying a numeral are provided and the Sum 
total of the number of the first start memory information and 
the number of the second start memory information is 
displayed by the sum of the two numerals displayed by the 
dot LEDs. 

0221) In addition, in the first embodiment, the reservation 
lamps 34a-34h consist of the same type LED lamps having 
a red emitting color. However, the invention is not limited 
thereto. For example, the reservation lamps may consist of 
LED lamps having another emitting color or each of the 
reservation lamps 34a-34h may consist of LED lamps 
having emitting colors different from each other. 
0222. In addition, in the first embodiment, since the 
reservation lamps 34a-34h consist of the same type LED 
lamps having a red emitting color, there is a case where even 
the player cannot perceive whether the reservation lamp 
turned on represents that the execution of the changeable 
display of the first identification information is reserved or 
that the execution of the changeable display of the second 
identification information is reserved. However, the inven 
tion is not limited thereto. For example, it may be such 
structured that the reservation lamp is turned on into a red 
color so as to represent that the execution of the changeable 
display of the first identification information is reserved and 
the reservation lamp is turned on into a blue color so as to 
represent that the execution of the changeable display of the 
second identification information is reserved. As a result, the 
player can perceive whether the reservation lamp turned on 
represents that the execution of the changeable display of the 
first identification information is reserved or that the execu 
tion of the changeable display of the second identification 
information is reserved. 

Second Embodiment 

0223) In the followings, it is described a second embodi 
ment with reference to FIGS. 15 to 17. 

0224 
0225. The second embodiment is different from the first 
embodiment with regard to the start memory-number dis 
play device 301. An enlarged view of the start memory 
number display device 301 is shown in FIG. 15 so as to 
display the start memory-number of the special symbol 
game. 

Start Memory-Number Display Device 

0226. The start memory-number display device 301 as 
means for displaying the sum total of the start memory 
information is provided with the reservation lamps 334a to 
334.h, as shown in FIG. 15. Each of the reservation lamps 
334a to 334h consists of two LED lamps (not shown). The 
two LED lamps emit blue and red lights, respectively. In 
other words, the reservation lamps 334a to 334h consist of 
eight sets of LED lamps, each of the sets consisting of a LED 
lamp emitting a blue light (blue lamp) and a LED lamp 
emitting a red light (red lamp). 
0227. When a winning of the gaming ball is made in the 
start hole 44a and thus the number of the first start memory 
number is increased by one during the variable display of the 
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first identification information in the special symbol game of 
the first liquid crystal display device 32 (i.e., when the one 
first start memory information for determining a result of the 
changeable display of the first identification information is 
memorized in the main RAM 70), the one blue lamp of the 
reservation lamps 334a to 334h is turned on (first display 
mode). Likewise, when a winning of the gaming ball is made 
in the start hole 44b and thus the number of the second start 
memory-number is increased by one during the variable 
display of the second identification information in the spe 
cial symbol game of the second liquid crystal display device 
33 (i.e., when the one second start memory information for 
determining a result of the changeable display of the second 
identification information is memorized in the main RAM 
70), the one red lamp of the reservation lamps 334a to 334h 
is turned on (second display mode). At this time, when the 
first start memory-number is increased by one and when the 
second start memory-number is increased by one, the lamps 
are turned on one by one from the left side to the right side. 
In other words, under state that the reservation lamp 334a 
located at the leftmost is not turned on (all the reservation 
lamps 334a to 334h are turned oft, when a winning of the 
gaming ball is made in the start hole 44a and thus the 
number of the first start memory-number is increased by one 
during the variable display of the first identification infor 
mation in the special symbol game of the first liquid crystal 
display device 32, the reservation lamp 334a emits the blue 
light, and under same condition, when a winning of the 
gaming ball is made in the start hole 44b and thus the 
number of the first start memory-number is increased by one 
during the variable display of the second identification 
information in the special symbol game of the second liquid 
crystal display device 33, the reservation lamp 334a emits 
the red light. In addition, under state that the reservation 
lamp 334a located at the leftmost is turned on, when a 
winning of the gaming ball is made in the start hole 44a and 
thus the number of the first start memory-number is 
increased by one during the variable display of the first 
identification information in the special symbol game of the 
first liquid crystal display device 32, the reservation lamp 
334b emits the blue light, and under same condition, when 
a winning of the gaming ball is made in the start hole 44b 
and thus the number of the first start memory-number is 
increased by one during the variable display of the second 
identification information in the special symbol game of the 
second liquid crystal display device 33, the reservation lamp 
334b emits the red light. 

0228. In addition, the sum total (the sum total of the first 
and second start memory information) of the number of 
executions of the changeable display of the first identifica 
tion information (so-called first start memory-number) 
reserved and the number of executions of the changeable 
display of the second identification information (so-called 
second start memory-number) reserved are displayed by 
the number of the reservation lamps 334a to 334h turned on. 
For example, when one-time execution of the changeable 
display of the first identification information is reserved and 
the execution of the changeable display of the second 
identification information is not, the reservation lamp 334a 
emit the blue light and the reservation lamps 334b-334h are 
turned off. When it is reserved one-time execution of the 
changeable display of the first identification information and 
one-time execution of the changeable display of the second 
identification information, the reservation lamps 334a and 
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334b emit the blue and red lights, respectively and the 
reservation lamps 334C-334h are turned off. When it is 
reserved four-time executions of the variable display of the 
first identification information and two-time executions of 
the variable display of the second identification information, 
any four of the reservation lamps 334a-334f emit the blue 
light, any two lamps emit the red light and the reservation 
lamps 334g and 334h are turned off, as shown in FIG. 15. In 
the mean time, in FIG. 15, the reservation lamps 334a, 334b, 
334d and 334f emit the blue light and the reservation lamps 
334c and 334e emit the red light. When it is reserved 
four-time executions of the changeable display of the first 
identification information and four-time executions of the 
changeable display of the second identification information, 
four of the reservation lamps 334a-334h emit the blue light 
and the other four lamps thereof emit the red light. In other 
words, in case of displaying the Sum total of the first and 
second start memory information, the reservation lamps 
emit the blue light to display the first start memory-number 
and emit the red light to display the second start memory 
number. 

0229. Like this, since the sum total of the first and second 
start memory information is displayed by the one start 
memory-number display device 301, it is not necessary for 
the player to move the viewpoint for many times during the 
game so as to check the start memory information. Accord 
ingly, it is possible to maintain or increase the players 
interest in the game. 

0230. In addition, in case that the number of the first start 
memory information and the number of the second start 
memory information are displayed in the same display mode 
(for example, the color of the lamps are same when the 
lamps are turned on), if the one start memory information is 
memorized up to the upper limit, the number of the start 
memory information is not increased even though the num 
ber of the start memory information capable of being 
displayed in the start memory-number display device 301 
does not reach the upper limit. Accordingly, the player may 
feel uneasy. However, the reservation lamps emit the blue 
light to display the first start memory-number and emit the 
red light to display the second start memory-number, so that 
the Sum total of the first and second start memory informa 
tion is displayed. Accordingly, the player can easily check 
the number of the first start memory information which is 
currently memorized in the first start recording means and 
the number of the second start memory information which is 
currently memorized in the second start recording means, 
respectively. As a consequence, it is possible to prevent the 
player from feeling uneasy. At the same time, when the first 
or second start memory information is not recorded up to the 
upper limit thereof, the player can play the game until the 
number of the start memory information reaches the upper 
limit, so that the interest in the game is increased. 

0231 
0232) The sub-CPU 206 carrying out the step S308 in 
FIG. 13 controls the lighting-up and lights-out of the reser 
vation lamps 334a-334.h., based on the first and second start 
memory information recorded in the work RAM 210. Spe 
cifically, the sub-CPU 206 refers to the first start memory 
information recorded in the work RAM 210 to read out what 
the order the first start memory information is recorded from 
the start memory information which is initially recorded. In 
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other words, the sub-CPU 206 determines whether the first 
or second start memory information is memorized in the 
work RAM 210. Then, the Sub-CPU 206 controls the res 
ervation lamps so that the blue LED lamps are turned on, in 
accordance with the order. In other words, the sub-CPU 206 
displays the number of the first start memory information in 
the first display mode, based on the determination result. In 
addition, the sub-CPU 206 refers to the second start memory 
information recorded in the work RAM 210 to read out what 
the order the second start memory information is recorded 
from the start memory information which is initially 
recorded. In other words, the sub-CPU 206 determines 
whether the first or second start memory information is 
memorized in the work RAM 210. Then, the Sub-CPU 206 
controls the reservation lamps so that the red LED lamps are 
turned on, in accordance with the order. In other words, the 
Sub-CPU 206 displays the number of the second start 
memory information in the second display mode, based on 
the determination result. For example, in case that the Sum 
total of the first start memory-number and the second start 
memory-number counted is 7, when the first start memory 
information is recorded in the first, third and seventh of the 
start memory information recorded in the work RAM 210 
and the second start memory information is recorded in the 
second, fourth to sixth, the sub-CPU 206 controls the 
reservation lamps 334a, 334c and 334g to emit the blue light 
and the reservation lamps 334b, 334d to 334f to emit the red 
light, and turns off the reservation lamp 334.h. As a result, the 
Sum total of the first and second start memory information 
is displayed. 

0233. Herein, in case that the number of the first start 
memory information and the number of the second start 
memory information are displayed in the same display mode 
(for example, the color of the reservation lamps are same 
when the lamps are turned on), if any one start memory 
information is memorized up to the upper limit, the number 
of the start memory information is not increased even 
though the number of the start memory information capable 
of being displayed in the start memory-number display 
device 301 does not reach the upper limit. Accordingly, the 
player may feel uneasy. However, according to this embodi 
ment, the reservation lamps emit the blue light to display the 
first start memory-number and emit the red light to display 
the second start memory-number, so that the Sum total of the 
first and second start memory information is displayed. 
Accordingly, the player can easily check the number of the 
first start memory information and the number of the second 
start memory information which are currently memorized in 
the work RAM 210, respectively. As a consequence, it is 
possible to prevent the player from feeling uneasy. At the 
same time, when the first or second start memory informa 
tion is not recorded up to the upper limit thereof, the player 
can play the game until the number of the start memory 
information reaches the upper limit, so that the interest in the 
game is increased. 

0234 Since the other structures are same as the first 
embodiment, the descriptions thereof are omitted. 

0235 Modified Embodiment of the Second Embodi 
ment 
0236. In the mean time, in the second embodiment, the 
start memory-number display device 301 (see FIG. 15) 
displays the sum total (the sum total of the first and second 
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start memory information) of the number of executions of 
the variable display of the first identification information 
reserved and the number of executions of the variable 
display of the second identification information reserved 
through the reservation lamps 334a to 334h consisting of 
eight sets of LED lamps, each of the sets consisting of a LED 
lamp emitting a blue light (blue lamp) and a LED lamp 
emitting a red light (red lamp). However, the sum total of the 
first and second start memory information may be displayed 
in another display mode, for example, a liquid crystal 
display device consisting of a liquid crystal monitor, a Braun 
tube including a CRT (Cathode Ray Tube), a dot LED, a 
segment LED, an EL (Electronic Luminescent), plasma, and 
the like. In addition, the sum total of the number of execu 
tions of the variable display of the first identification infor 
mation reserved and the number of executions of the vari 
able display of the second identification information 
reserved may be displayed through a variation of the number 
(for example, a variation of the number displayed in a dot 
LED or segment LED), a variation of color (for example, a 
variation of display color in a liquid crystal monitor or CRT 
from white to black) and a display mode of a liquid crystal 
monitor (for example, a display mode exhibited by appear 
ance or disappearance of a character displayed in a liquid 
crystal monitor). 

0237. In addition, in the second embodiment, the reser 
vation lamps 334a to 334h of the start memory-number 
display device 301 consist of eight sets of LED lamps, each 
of the sets consisting of a LED lamp emitting a blue light 
(blue lamp) and a LED lamp emitting a red light (red lamp). 
However, the invention is not limited thereto. For example, 
each of the reservation lamps 334a-334h may consist of 
eight sets of lamps each of which consists of plural blue 
lamps and plural red lamps. 

0238. In addition, in the second embodiment, there is 
provided only the one start memory-number display device 
1 having the reservation lamps 334a-334h which are con 
centrated in one area. However, the start memory-number 
display device may be provided with a first display area for 
displaying the number of the first start memory information 
and a second display area for displaying the number of the 
second start memory information, which areas being paral 
lel. For example, as shown in FIG. 17, it may be such 
structured that two dot LEDs capable of displaying the 
numeral are provided in parallel, the one dot LED 3.35a (first 
display area) displays the number of the first start memory 
information, the other dot LED 335b (second display area) 
displays the number of the second start memory informa 
tion, and the sum total of the number of the first start 
memory information and the number of the second start 
memory information is displayed by the Summation of the 
numerals displayed in the two display areas. 

0239 Like this, since the first dot LED displaying the 
number of the first start memory information and the second 
dot LED displaying the number of the second start memory 
information are provided in parallel, it is not necessary for 
the player to move the viewpoint for many times during the 
game so as to check the start memory information. Accord 
ingly, it is possible to maintain or increase the players 
interest in the game. 

0240. In addition, in the second embodiment, the reser 
vation lamps emit the red light to represent that it is reserved 
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the execution of the changeable display of the first identi 
fication information and the reservation lamps emit the blue 
light to represent that it is reserved the execution of the 
changeable display of the second identification information. 
However, the invention is not limited thereto. For example, 
the reservation lamps may be typically turned on to repre 
sent that it is reserved the execution of the changeable 
display of the first identification information and the reser 
vation lamps may be turned on or off to represent that it is 
reserved the execution of the changeable display of the 
second identification information, as long as the player can 
perceive that it is reserved the execution of the changeable 
display of the first or second identification information. 
Likewise, the reservation lamps may be sequentially turned 
on from the reservation lamp 334a located at the leftmost to 
the right so as to represent that it is reserved the execution 
of the changeable display of the first identification informa 
tion and the reservation lamps may be sequentially turned on 
from the reservation lamp 334h located at the rightmost to 
the left so as to represent that it is reserved the execution of 
the changeable display of the second identification informa 
tion. 

0241) 

0242. In addition, in the first and second embodiments, 
the following structures may be provided. In other words, 
although the reservation lamps are sequentially turned on 
from the reservation lamp located at the leftmost to the right, 
the reservation lamps may be sequentially turned on from 
the reservation lamp located at the rightmost to the left. 
Alternatively, the reservation lamps may be turned on from 
the center to the left or right. In addition, the reservation 
lamps may be randomly turned on, rather than being sequen 
tially turned on from the left to the right or from the right to 
the left. 

Modified Example 

0243 In addition, in the first and second embodiments, 
the start memory-number display device is mounted at the 
central upper part of the game board 14 of the pachinko 
gaming machine 10 which is a gaming machine. However, 
the start memory-number display device may be mounted at 
any place as long as the player can see it. 

0244. In addition, in the first and second embodiments, 
even though the number of executions of the changeable 
display of the first or second identification information 
reserved reaches the predetermined upper limit (4 in the 
embodiments), it is not carried out the notification repre 
senting the fact. However, the invention is not limited 
thereto. For example, the reservation lamps may be turned 
on/off or the brightness of the lights may be made to be 
different from each other at the time when it reaches the 
upper limit, thereby notifying that the number of executions 
of the changeable display of the first or second identification 
information reserved reaches the predetermined upper limit. 

0245. In addition, in the first and second embodiments, a 
privilege may be provided to the player as the first or second 
memory-number is increased. For example, when the Sum 
total of the first start memory-number and the second start 
memory-number becomes 7 or 8, the variable time period of 
the special symbol may be reduced (so-called time reduc 
tion) or a probability that a big win gaming state will be 
made may be highly varied (so-called probability varia 
tion) in the changeable display of the first or second 
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identification information in accordance with the start 
memory information which is recorded in the seventh or 
eighth. 

0246. In addition, in the first and second embodiments, 
there are provided the plural control circuits of the main 
control circuit 60 as the game control means and the 
sub-control circuit 200 as the effect control means. However, 
the invention is not limited thereto. For example, the circuits 
may be separately provided. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 
18, the sub-control circuit 200 and the main control circuit 
60 may be structured on one board. In other words, the game 
control means and the effect control means may be inte 
grated. In addition, the payout(shooting control circuit 126 
may be integrated with the main control circuit 60 and the 
sub-control circuit 200. 

0247. In addition, in the above embodiments, the inven 
tion is applied to the gaming machine itself such as pachinko 
gaming machine. However, the invention may be applied to 
a simulation program for executing the various processes. 
The simulation program is a program for enabling a com 
puter to serve as the various means of the embodiments. 
0248) 
0249. In the followings, it is described a simulation 
program imitating the pachinko game with reference to FIG. 
19. In the mean time, FIG. 19 is a schematic view showing 
a computer executing the simulation program. 

0250) As shown in FIG. 19, a computer 300A is provided 
with a computer main body 302, a display device 304 for 
displaying an image on a display area 304a and a keyboard 
306 as an operating unit. The computer main body 302 is 
electrically connected to the display device 304 and the 
keyboard 306. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the 
keyboard 306 is structured as an operating unit. However, 
the other mode Such as mouse, controller and the like may 
be provided as the operating unit. 

Embodiment of the Simulation Program 

0251 A control circuit (not shown) is mounted in the 
computer main body 302. The control circuit comprises a 
control unit (not shown) consisting of a CPU and the like, a 
memory unit (not shown) for memorizing the various data 
and programs, and a drive device (not shown) for reading 
out the data from the memory medium detachable to the 
computer 300A, such as CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, ROM 
cartridge, etc. In addition, the control circuit is provided with 
an interface circuit (not shown) for controlling an external 
device such as the display device 304 and the keyboard 306. 

0252) In the mean time, in this embodiment, a PC is 
adopted as the computer. However, the other mode, for 
example a portable terminal device such as cellular phone, 
PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) and the like may be 
adopted. 

0253) In this embodiment, the simulation program is 
memorized in the memory medium such as CD-ROM, 
DVD-ROM, ROM cartridge and the control unit carries out 
the various processes in accordance with the simulation 
program. 

0254. In addition, in this embodiment, it is described the 
simulation program imitating the pachinko game. The simu 
lation program is provided to execute the following steps in 
the computer. 
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0255 (A1) A first changeable display control process for 
controlling the changeable display of the first identification 
information, on condition that a first predetermined start 
condition is fulfilled. 

0256 (A2) A second changeable display control process 
for controlling the changeable display of the second identi 
fication information, on condition that a second predeter 
mined start condition is fulfilled. 

0257 (A3) A first start memory process for memorizing 
the first start memory information, with a predetermined 
number being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the first identification 
information in a predetermined memory area until it is 
fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display start con 
dition capable of carrying out a changeable display of the 
first identification information, when it is fulfilled the first 
predetermined start condition but it is fulfilled a first pre 
determined changeable display reservation condition inca 
pable of carrying out a changeable display of the identifi 
cation information relating to the first predetermined start 
condition. 

0258 (A4) A second start memory process for memoriz 
ing second start memory information, with a predetermined 
number being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the second identification 
information in a predetermined memory area until it is 
fulfilled a second predetermined changeable display start 
condition capable of carrying out a changeable display of the 
second identification information, when it is fulfilled the 
second predetermined start condition is fulfilled but it is 
fulfilled a second predetermined changeable display reser 
Vation condition incapable of carrying out a changeable 
display of the identification information relating to the 
second predetermined start condition. 
0259 (A5) A process of counting a sum total of the first 
and second start memory information, based on the first start 
memory information memorized by the first start memory 
process and the second start memory information memo 
rized by the second start memory process. 

0260 (A6) A process of displaying the sum total of the 
first and second start memory information in a predeter 
mined display mode. 
0261 (A7) A process of displaying the predetermined 
display objects same as the Sum total of the first and second 
start memory information. 
0262 (A8) A process of displaying the sum total of the 

first and second start memory information though one pro 
cess of displaying the Sum total of the start memory infor 
mation. 

0263 (A9) A start memory information determining pro 
cess of determining whether the first or second start memory 
information is memorized. 

0264 (A10) A process of displaying the number of the 
first start memory information in a first display mode and the 
number of the second start memory information in a second 
display mode, based on a result of the determination in the 
start memory information determining process, thereby dis 
playing the Sum total of the first and second start memory 
information. 
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0265. The simulation program executes the above (A1) to 
(A6) processes in the computer 300A, thereby displaying the 
Sum total of the first and second start memory information 
in the predetermined display mode. Accordingly, even 
though any one of the first and second start memory pro 
cesses records the start memory information up to the upper 
limit thereof, the player cannot distinguish which of the 
processes is the start memory process recording the start 
memory information until the predetermined number of 
upper limit is reached. As a result, since the player continues 
to play the game without a use stop, it is possible to prevent 
the rate of operation of the gaming machine from being 
decreased. 

0266. In addition, the simulation program executes the 
above (A1) to (A7) processes in the computer 300A, thereby 
displaying the predetermined display objects same as the 
Sum total of the first and second start memory information. 
Accordingly, even though any one of the first and second 
start memory processes records the start memory informa 
tion up to the upper limit thereof, the player cannot distin 
guish which of the processes is the start memory process 
recording the start memory information until the predeter 
mined number of upper limit is reached. As a result, since 
the player continues to play the game without a use stop, it 
is possible to prevent the rate of operation of the gaming 
machine from being decreased. 
0267 In the mean time, the simulation program executes 
the above (A1) to (A5) and (A8) processes in the computer 
300A, thereby displaying the sum total of the first and 
second start memory information though one process of 
displaying the Sum total of the start memory information. As 
a consequence, it is not necessary for the player to move the 
viewpoint for many times during the game so as to check the 
start memory information. Accordingly, it is possible to 
maintain or increase the players interest. 
0268. In addition, the simulation program executes the 
above (A1) to (A5) and (A8) to (A10) processes in the 
computer 300A, thereby displaying the number of the first 
start memory information in a first display mode and the 
number of the second start memory information in a second 
display mode different from the first display mode in the 
process of displaying the Sum total of the start memory 
information. As a consequence, the player can easily check 
the number of the first start memory information currently 
memorized and the number of the second start memory 
information currently memorized, respectively. In the mean 
time, in case that the first start memory information and the 
second start memory information are displayed in the same 
display mode, if one start memory information is memorized 
up to the upper limit thereof, even though the number of the 
start memory information which can be displayed does not 
reach the upper limit, the number of the corresponding start 
memory information is not increased. Accordingly, the 
player may feel uneasy. However, according to the (A9) and 
(A10) processes, since the player can easily check the first 
and second start memory information currently memorized, 
respectively, it is possible to prevent the player from feeling 
uneasy. At the same time, in case that the first or second start 
memory information is not recorded up to the upper limit, 
the player can play the game until the number of the 
corresponding start memory information reaches the upper 
limit thereof, so that the interest in the game can be 
increased. 
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0269. In the mean time, in this embodiment, the control 
unit serves as the various means in accordance with the 
simulation program memorized in the memory medium 
detachable to the computer 300A, such as CD-ROM, DVD 
ROM, ROM cartridge and the like. However, the invention 
is not limited thereto. For example, the program may be 
installed in the memory unit of the computer, rather than the 
above memory medium, and then the control unit may serve 
as the various means of the embodiment in accordance with 
the simulation program memorized in the memory unit 
mounted in the computer 300A. 
0270. In addition, in this embodiment, the various pro 
cesses are executed in the one computer 300A. However, the 
invention is not limited thereto. For example, another com 
puter (for example, game server) may divide and execute the 
processes. 

0271 In the followings, it is described a simulation 
program which is executed using another computer, with 
reference to FIG. 20. In the mean time, FIG. 20 is a 
schematic view showing a game system for executing the 
simulation program. 
0272. As shown in FIG. 20, computers 300A, 300B, ... 
and a game server 400 are connected to a network 500. In 
other words, the computers 300A, 300B, ... are connected 
to the game server 400 in communication relationship. In 
addition, the game server 400 is provided with a control unit 
(not shown) and a memory unit (not shown) for memorizing 
the program. The control unit carries out the various pro 
cesses in accordance with the program memorized in the 
memory unit. 
0273. In this case, it may be such structured that the 
computers 300A, 300B, ... and the game server 400 divide 
and execute the program, respectively. 
0274 As an example of the simulation program imitating 
the pachinko game of the embodiment, a simulation pro 
gram for carrying out the (A3) to (A5) processes is memo 
rized in the memory unit of the game server 400 and a 
simulation program for carrying out the (A1), (A2), (A6) to 
(A10) processes is memorized in the memory units of the 
computers 300A, 300B, ... Thereby, the control unit of the 
game server 400 executes the (A3) to (A5) processes and the 
control units of the computers 300A, 300B, ... execute the 
(A1), (A2), (A6) to (A10) processes. 
0275. In the mean time, in this embodiment, each of the 
computers 300A, 300B, ... and the game server 400 execute 
the various processes included in the simulation program. 
However, the invention is not limited thereto. For example, 
the simulation program for carrying out the various pro 
cesses is memorized in the game server 400 and then is 
downloaded to the computers 300A, 300B. . . . from the 
game server 400 in accordance with a request for download 
which is transmitted to the game server 400 from the 
computers 300A, 300B, ..., thereby enabling the computers 
300A, 300B. . . . to execute the simulation program. 
0276. The embodiments of the invention described in the 
above are provided to illustrate the invention, not to limit it. 
In other words, the invention comprises first variable display 
means for variably displaying first identification informa 
tion; second variable display means for variably displaying 
second identification information; first variable display con 
trol means for carrying out a display control of the first 
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variable display means, on condition that a gaming ball 
passes to a first start area provided to a game area; second 
variable display control means for carrying out a display 
control of the second variable display means, on condition 
that a gaming ball passes to a second start area provided to 
a game area; first start memory means for memorizing the 
first start memory information, with a predetermined num 
ber being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a 
result of a variable display of the first identification infor 
mation until it is fulfilled a first predetermined variable 
display start condition capable of carrying out a variable 
display of the first identification information, when it is 
fulfilled a first predetermined variable display reservation 
condition incapable of carrying out a variable display of the 
identification information relating to a passing of the gaming 
ball to the first start area even though the gaming ball passes 
to the first start area; second start memory means for 
memorizing the second start memory information, with a 
predetermined number being set as the upper limit thereof, 
for determining a result of a variable display of the second 
identification information until it is fulfilled a second pre 
determined variable display start condition capable of car 
rying out a variable display of the second identification 
information, when it is fulfilled a second predetermined 
variable display reservation condition incapable of carrying 
out a variable display of the identification information 
relating to a passing of the gaming ball to the second start 
area even though the gaming ball passes to the second start 
area; means for counting a Sum total of the first and second 
start memory information, based on the first start memory 
information memorized in the first start memory means and 
the second start memory information memorized in the 
second start memory means; and means for displaying the 
Sum total of the first and second start memory information 
in a predetermined display mode. The specific structures of 
the first variable display means, the second variable display 
means, the first variable display control means, the second 
variable display control means, the first start memory means, 
the second start memory means, the means for counting a 
Sum total, the means for displaying the Sum total and the 
start memory information determining means may be prop 
erly modified. 
0277. In the mean time, the detailed structures may be 
properly modified. In addition, the effects described in the 
embodiment are only enumerations of the most preferred 
effects obtainable from the invention and the effects of the 
invention are not limited to the embodiments. 

0278 While this invention has been described in con 
junction with the specific embodiments outlined above, it is 
evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the 
preferred embodiments of the invention as set forth above 
are intended to be illustrative, not limiting. Various changes 
may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention as defined in the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A gaming machine comprising: 
first changeable display means for changeably displaying 

first identification information; 
second changeable display means for changeably display 

ing second identification information; 
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first changeable display control means for carrying out a 
display control of the first changeable display means, 
on condition that a gaming ball passes to a first start 
area provided to a game area; 

second changeable display control means for carrying out 
a display control of the second changeable display 
means, on condition that a gaming ball passes to a 
second start area provided to a game area; 

first start memory means for memorizing the first start 
memory information, with a predetermined number 
being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a 
result of a changeable display of the first identification 
information until it is fulfilled a first predetermined 
changeable display start condition capable of carrying 
out a changeable display of the first identification 
information, when the gaming ball passes to the first 
start area but it is fulfilled a first predetermined change 
able display reservation condition incapable of carrying 
out a changeable display of the identification informa 
tion relating to a passing of the gaming ball to the first 
Start area; 

second start memory means for memorizing the second 
start memory information, with a predetermined num 
ber being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the second identi 
fication information until it is fulfilled a second prede 
termined changeable display start condition capable of 
carrying out a changeable display of the second iden 
tification information, when the gaming ball passes to 
the second start area but it is fulfilled a second prede 
termined changeable display reservation condition 
incapable of carrying out a changeable display of the 
identification information relating to a passing of the 
gaming ball to the second start area; 

means for counting a sum total of the first and second start 
memory information, based on the first start memory 
information memorized in the first start memory means 
and the second start memory information memorized in 
the second start memory means; and 

means for displaying the Sum total of the first and second 
start memory information in a predetermined display 
mode. 

2. The gaming machine according to claim 1, wherein the 
Sum total displaying means has a function of displaying 
predetermined display objects same as the sum total of the 
number of the first start memory information and the number 
of the second start memory information. 

3. A simulation program enabling a computer to execute 
following processes: 

a first changeable display control process of carrying out 
a control of a changeable display of first identification 
information, on condition that a first predetermined 
start condition is fulfilled; 

a second changeable display control process of carrying 
out a control of a changeable display of second iden 
tification information, on condition that a second pre 
determined start condition is fulfilled; 

a first start memory process for memorizing first start 
memory information, with a predetermined number 
being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a 
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result of a changeable display of the first identification 
information in a predetermined memory area until it is 
fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display start 
condition capable of carrying out a changeable display 
of the first identification information, when it is full 
filled the first predetermined start condition but it is 
fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display res 
ervation condition incapable of carrying out a change 
able display of the identification information relating to 
the first predetermined start condition; 

a second start memory process for memorizing second 
start memory information, with a predetermined num 
ber being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the second identi 
fication information in a predetermined memory area 
until it is fulfilled a second predetermined changeable 
display start condition capable of carrying out a 
changeable display of the second identification infor 
mation, when it is fulfilled the second predetermined 
start condition but it is fulfilled a first predetermined 
changeable display reservation condition incapable of 
carrying out a changeable display of the identification 
information relating to the second predetermined start 
condition; 

a process of counting a Sum total of the first and second 
start memory information, based on the first start 
memory information memorized by the first start 
memory process and the second start memory infor 
mation memorized by the second start memory process; 
and 

a process of displaying the Sum total of the first and 
second start memory information in a predetermined 
display mode. 

4. A gaming machine comprising: 

first changeable display means for changeably displaying 
first identification information; 

second changeable display means for changeably display 
ing second identification information; 

first changeable display control means for carrying out a 
display control of the first changeable display means, 
on condition that a gaming ball passes to a first start 
area provided to a game area; 

second changeable display control means for carrying out 
a display control of the second changeable display 
means, on condition that a gaming ball passes to a 
second start area provided to a game area; 

first start memory means for memorizing the first start 
memory information, with a predetermined number 
being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a 
result of a changeable display of the first identification 
information until it is fulfilled a first predetermined 
changeable display start condition capable of carrying 
out a changeable display of the first identification 
information, when the gaming ball passes to the first 
start area but it is fulfilled a first predetermined change 
able display reservation condition incapable of carrying 
out a changeable display of the identification informa 
tion relating to a passing of the gaming ball to the first 
Start area; 
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second start memory means for memorizing the second 
start memory information, with a predetermined num 
ber being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the second identi 
fication information until it is fulfilled a second prede 
termined changeable display start condition capable of 
carrying out a changeable display of the second iden 
tification information, when the gaming ball passes to 
the second start area but it is fulfilled a second prede 
termined changeable display reservation condition 
incapable of carrying out a changeable display of the 
identification information relating to a passing of the 
gaming ball to the second start area; and 

means for counting a sum total of the first and second start 
memory information, based on the first start memory 
information memorized in the first start memory means 
and the second start memory information memorized in 
the second start memory means, 

wherein the sum total of the first and second start memory 
information is displayed by one means for displaying 
the Sum total. 

5. The gaming machine according to claim 4, wherein the 
Sum total displaying means is provided with a first display 
area for displaying the number of the first start memory 
information and a second display area for displaying the 
number of the second start memory information, which 
areas being arranged in a line. 

6. The gaming machine according to claim 4, further 
comprising means for determining whether the first or 
second start memory information is memorized, wherein the 
Sum total displaying means has a function of displaying the 
number of the first start memory information in a first 
display mode and the number of the second start memory 
information in a second display mode different from the first 
display mode, based on a result determined by the deter 
mining means and thus displaying the Sum total of the first 
and second start memory information. 

7. The gaming machine according to claim 5, further 
comprising means for determining whether the first or 
second start memory information is memorized, wherein the 
Sum total displaying means has a function of displaying the 
number of the first start memory information in a first 
display mode and the number of the second start memory 
information in a second display mode different from the first 
display mode, based on a result determined by the deter 
mining means and thus displaying the Sum total of the first 
and second start memory information. 

8. A simulation program enabling a computer to execute 
following processes: 

a first changeable display control process of carrying out 
a control of a changeable display of first identification 
information, on condition that a first predetermined 
start condition is fulfilled; 

a second changeable display control process of carrying 
out a control of a changeable display of second iden 
tification information, on condition that a second pre 
determined start condition is fulfilled; 

a first start memory process for memorizing first start 
memory information, with a predetermined number 
being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining a 
result of a changeable display of the first identification 
information in a predetermined memory area until it is 
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fulfilled a first predetermined changeable display start 
condition capable of carrying out a changeable display 
of the first identification information, when the first 
predetermined start condition is fulfilled but it is full 
filled a first predetermined changeable display reserva 
tion condition incapable of carrying out a changeable 
display of the identification information relating to the 
first predetermined start condition: 

a second start memory process for memorizing second 
start memory information, with a predetermined num 
ber being set as the upper limit thereof, for determining 
a result of a changeable display of the second identi 
fication information in a predetermined memory area 
until it is fulfilled a second predetermined changeable 
display start condition capable of carrying out a 
changeable display of the second identification infor 
mation, when the second predetermined start condition 
is fulfilled but it is fulfilled a first predetermined 
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changeable display reservation condition incapable of 
carrying out a changeable display of the identification 
information relating to the second predetermined start 
condition; 

a process of counting a Sum total of the first and second 
start memory information, based on the first start 
memory information memorized by the first start 
memory process and the second start memory infor 
mation memorized by the second start memory process; 
and 

a process of displaying the Sum total of the first and 
second start memory information through one process 
of displaying a Sum total of the start memory informa 
tion. 


